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ABSTRACT
Vest, Paul Joseph. DMA. The University of Memphis. December, 2014. A
Practical Study of Samuel Barber’s Sonata for Cello and Piano, Op. 6. Major Professor:
Dr. Janet K. Page.

This study examines Samuel Barber’s Sonata for Cello and Piano Op. 6, a notable
part of the repertoire for cello and piano, and American music in general. Beginning with
an overview of Barber’s life, further chapters include a formal analysis of the piece, a
guide for the cellist’s approach in performance, and a discussion of the piece in the
context of nationality in the 1930’s. Barber’s sonata is revealed to be a neo-romantic
work, combining aspects of 19th-century romanticism and 20th-century modernism. The
role of the cello is found to be lyrical and often vocal, a typical quality in Barber’s music
in general, the composer himself being a trained singer. Pertaining to nationality, Barber
is distinguished from figures (such as Aaron Copland) who embraced a representative
role in American art music, and is viewed instead as an individual American who
composed from personal instinct and desire for authentic expression.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION AND LITERATURE REVIEW
Introduction
Born in 1910, Samuel Barber lived and composed in a period of music history
which saw sharp lines drawn between different styles of composition and among
aesthetic ideals in general. In one corner were composers such as Arnold Schoenberg and
Anton Webern, exploring atonality and serialism; in another composers such as Igor
Stravinsky and Paul Hindemith, utilizing non-traditional chord structures, harsh
dissonance and striking textures; in another avante-garde composers such as Edgard
Varèse and George Antheil; in yet another, composers like Sibelius and Rachmaninoff,
writing in a style sometimes called “neo-romantic” for its lyricism and structural
accessibility. Among these, Barber most closely identified with the neo-romantic group,
for his music is typically characterized by sweeping melodic lines, expressive, usually
triadic harmonies, and clearly recognizable forms.
Beyond consideration of style, Barber’s legacy as an American composer is
notable, for musical composition in the United States was just beginning to mature in the
early 20th-century, and had as yet attracted little attention in the Eurocentric world of art
music. Few 19th-century American composers gained popularity, and while the music of
Charles Ives—preceding Barber by several decades—would eventually be noted for its
innovation, it had not yet attracted much attention, meaning that Barber’s growth as a
composer drew more influence from European composers than American. At the same
time, while he always showed fascination with Europe, and was a lifelong traveler, in
many ways Barber was a true first-generation American composer: he grew up in small-
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town Pennsylvania, studied at an American school (attending the Curtis Institute in its
first year of existence), and resided for virtually all his professional life in America,
collaborating with and receiving performances from all of the major American
conductors and orchestras. To be sure, Barber owed influence to European composers—
as did all of his American colleagues—but Barber’s legacy would be that of an American
composer.
In some ways, it might seem that a composer with sensibilities such as Barber’s
was born in the wrong place and time—a country with relatively little musical heritage of
its own, a time when “progressiveness” in music was often championed above other
aesthetic aims—but in another, Barber was most timely, for he became one of America’s
finest composers, and won international recognition for a style of music that was both
erudite and accessible. One of Barber’s earliest pieces to gain recognition outside the
United States (it was part of his Prix de Rome-winning bid in 1935) was the Sonata for
Cello and Piano, Op. 6—a piece often considered to be one of the finest 20th-century
contributions to the genre. This study examines Barber and the cello sonata from three
perspectives: theoretical analysis, performance-related issues for the cellist, and historical
significance. It is this writer’s hope that anyone interested in Barber’s sonata will find in
this document a collection of information and thought that will enrich the experience of
the piece. As a cellist myself, on occasion I write towards other cellists regarding
instrument-specific ideas, but most of the document is relevant to musicians in general.
In order to facilitate appreciation for Barber’s work, I will give a general
overview of his life and career in Chapter 1 and a brief description of his compositional
style in Chapter 2, discussing some representative works. Examining theoretical aspects
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of the cello sonata in Chapter 3, I will provide a formal analysis, discuss possible
influences from other composers, and consider its characteristics in light of 19th- and
20th-century practice. Chapter 4 will be a consideration of the cello sonata from the
perspective of the cellist, noting idiomatic writing, specific musical and technical
challenges, and the pedagogical value of the piece. In Chapter 5 I will discuss the
historical context of Barber and his cello sonata in relation to music culture in the 1930’s,
when musical leaders such as Aaron Copland and Virgil Thomson elevated the subject of
nationality in American music. This will explore some channels of thought in 19thcentury American music aesthetics, and the resulting artistic climate in which Barber
pursued his professional life.
Literature Review
Barber’s music has been subject to growing scholarly interest over the past few
decades, but compared to many other (perhaps more ground-breaking) composers of his
time, his work has been largely unexplored. While pieces such as Knoxville: Summer of
1915, Dover Beach, and his opera Vanessa have received ample scholarly attention, the
cello sonata has been less explored; there is not to my knowledge any dissertation or
other work of scholarship dedicated solely to it. On Barber’s life and output in general,
there are two works of special note, the first being Nathan Broder’s biography Samuel
Barber,1 written in 1954 while the composer still had nearly three decades to live. A
needed biographical update was provided by Barbara Heyman in her 1992 work, Samuel
Barber: The Composer and His Music.2 Heyman’s book provides the best of current

1

Nathan Broder, Samuel Barber (New York: G. Schirmer, 1954).

2

Barbara Heyman, Samuel Barber: The Composer and His Music (New York: Oxford
University Press, 1992).
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research about Barber’s life and music. In 2012, Heyman published a second major work,
A Thematic Catalogue of the Complete Works of Samuel Barber.3 As the pre-eminent
scholar on Barber today, Heyman is also the author of the “Samuel Barber” entry in
Grove Music Online.4
Wayne Wentzel’s Samuel Barber: A Research and Information Guide5 (first
published 2001) and Don C. Hennessee’s Samuel Barber: A Bio-Bibliography6 (1985) are
the existing reference guides for research on Barber. A more recent (2010) publication is
Samuel Barber Remembered,7 a centenary tribute edited by Peter Dickinson. This
fascinating work is a compilation of interviews with colleagues, friends and associates of
Samuel Barber, and provides an invaluable insight into Barber as a person. Additionally,
a 2004 work by Walter Simmons, Voices in the Wilderness: Six American Neo-Romantic
Composers,8 provides biographical and stylistic profiles for Samuel Barber, Ernest Bloch,
Howard Hanson, Vittorio Giannini, Paul Creston, and Nicolas Flagello.
There is little previous research on Barber’s cello sonata. A DMA dissertation
entitled “A Comparative Study of Three Compositions by Samuel Barber” was written by

3

Barbara Heyman, A Thematic Catalogue of the Complete Works of Samuel Barber.
(New York: Oxford University Press, 2012).
Barbara Heyman, “Samuel Barber,” Grove Music Online,
http://www.oxfordmusiconline.com.
4

5

Wayne C.Wentzel, Samuel Barber: A Research and Information Guide, 2nd ed. (New
York: Routledge, 2010).
6

Don A. Hennessee, Samuel Barber: A Bio-Bibliography (Westport, CT: Greenwood
Press, 1985).
7

Peter Dickinson, Samuel Barber Remembered (Rochester, NY: University of Rochester
Press, 2010).
8

Walter Simmons, Voices in the Wilderness: Six American Neo-Romantic Composers
(Lanham, MD: The Scarecrow Press, 2004).
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Janet Teetor at DePauw University in 1953;9 the first of the pieces discussed is the cello
sonata, and a basic analysis is given relating to form, melody, harmony, and rhythm.
Teetor briefly compares the cello sonata to the Capricorn Concerto (1944) and the Piano
Sonata (1949), showing similarities and differences in these works. The paper provides
some interesting points in terms of analysis, which I will discuss when relevant in
Chapter 3.
A massive work completed at the Iowa State University in 1957 is Russell
Friedwald’s PhD dissertation, “A Formal and Stylistic Analysis of the Published Music
of Samuel Barber.”10 Included in its more than 700 pages is a basic analysis of form and
primary themes used in the sonata. This is a valuable resource in general, although
Friedwald’s conclusions about the cello sonata differ in places from Teetor’s as well as
my own. Another DMA dissertation is Igor Scedrov’s “A Study of the Reciprocal
Relationship Between the Composer and the Performer in Selected Works for the Cello
by Samuel Barber, Elliot Carter, and Charles Wuorinen,” (Temple University, 1994). 11
This work includes a personal interview with Orlando Cole (Barber’s fellow student and
collaborator on the sonata). Lastly, as the cello sonata has become a part of the standard
literature for cello, performances and recordings have become numerous, usually
including program notes with general descriptions of the piece.

Janet Teetor, “An Analysis and Comparison of Three Compositions by Samuel Barber,”
(M.M. Thesis, DePauw University, 1953).
9

Russell Edward Friedwald, “A Formal and Stylistic Analysis of the Published Music of
Samuel Barber.” (Ph.D. diss., Iowa State University, 1957).
10

Igor Scedrov, “A Study of the Reciprocal Relationship Between the Composer and the
Performer in Selected Works For the Cello by Samuel Barber, Elliot Carter and Charles
Wuorinen.” (D.M.A. diss., Temple University, 1994).
11

5

Because it is a question of interest in Chapter 5, I also note relevant sources for
the subject of Barber’s nationality and American music in the 1930’s. Among the sources
are the writings of Aaron Copland, Virgil Thomson, and Paul Rosenfeld. The article
compilations Copland on Music12 and Thomson’s American Music Since 191013 have
been particularly helpful in my study. More recent research has been made by Howard
Pollack in his article, “Barber, Sibelius, and the Making of an American Romantic.”14 In
terms of America’s musical culture in the 19th century, I am also indebted to Betty
Chmaj’s “Fry vs. Dwight: American Music’s Debate over Nationality.”15
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Aaron Copland, Copland on Music (Garden City, NY: Doubleday & Company, 1960).

13

Virgil Thomson, American Music Since 1910 (London: Weidenfeld and Nicolson,

1970).
Howard Pollack, “Samuel Barber, Jean Sibelius, and the Making of an American
Romantic,” Musical Quarterly 84, no. 2 (summer 2000): 175-205.
14

Betty Chmaj, “Fry vs. Dwight: American Music’s Debate Over Nationality,”
American Music 3, no. 1 (spring 1985): 63-84.
15
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CHAPTER 2
A BRIEF OVERVIEW OF SAMUEL BARBER’S LIFE AND MUSIC
Samuel Barber was born March 9, 1910 in West Chester, a small Borough of
Pennsylvania. The only son of Samuel Le Roy and Marguerite “Daisy” Barber—a doctor
and a homemaker, respectively—Barber grew up together with his younger sister Sara in
a quiet, conservative home. His musical training began with piano lessons at the age of
six, and while he showed talent from the beginning it is unlikely that any thought of a
musical career was in his parents’ mind—Barber’s father apparently had hopes that he
would play football and pursue a medical career. An oft-quoted letter to his mother,
written at the age of nine, shows his youthful worry about his musical interests as well as
the sincerity of his ambitions.
NOTICE to Mother and nobody else
Dear Mother: I have written this to tell you my worrying secret.
Now don’t cry when you read it because it is neither yours nor
my fault. I suppose I will have to tell it now without any
nonsense. To begin with I was not meant to be an athlete. I was
meant to be a composer, and will be I’m sure. I’ll ask you one
more thing.—Don’t ask me to try to forget this unpleasant thing
and go play football.—Please—Sometimes I’ve been worrying
about this so much that it makes me mad (not very),
Love,
Sam Barber II1
Although a pianist and singer herself, Barber’s mother also had peculiar feelings about
music, requiring him to take cello lessons for a while due to her “distaste for amateur

1

Barbara Heyman, Samuel Barber: The Composer and His Music (New York and
Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1992), 7.

7

male pianists.”2 Ultimately though, Barber’s piano lessons were unhindered, and as his
musical skills grew he began composing simple piano pieces as well as songs.
Singing and love for the voice were established early in life for Barber, and were
to be characteristic of his musical thought and expression. A significant influence in this
regard, as Barbara Heyman has pointed out, were Samuel’s relatives Sidney and Louise
Homer. An aunt on his mother’s side, Louise had made a career for herself as a contralto,
beginning in Europe, and leading to numerous performances with the Metropolitan Opera
in New York. Her husband Sidney was a composer best known for his song-writing; he
was also a keen thinker in matters of musical taste. He maintained a correspondence by
letters with Barber for several decades, continuing until his passing in 1953. Barber
greatly respected his uncle’s work, and frankly admired his songs. The following excerpt
of a letter written from Sidney Homer to his nephew shows the sort of insightful,
grounded advice Barber received for many years:
Of course I want you to know all my songs, but as for using them as
models that is a different matter. If you write naturally and spontaneously,
you will develop a style of your own, without being conscious of it. It is
the unconscious charm that is so elusive and valuable, in art, as in life…
Everything depends, now, on the development of your taste and the
refinement of your sensibilities. If you think of music from the point of
view of sensationalism and publicity, your work will show it. If you learn
to love the poetic under-current and the subtleties of beauty and
spirituality which have been expressed in music, your work will show it
just as much. The wonderful thing about art is that a man can conceal
nothing; it reveals him as naked and unadorned… Sincerity and beauty
seem to stand the test, but love for mankind and willingness to serve
humbly seem to fill the world with joy.3

2

Nathan Broder, Samuel Barber (New York: G. Schirmer Inc., 1954), 10.

3

Letter from Sidney Homer to Samuel Barber, November 12, 1924. Quoted in Heyman,
Barber, 38.
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In 1924, two years before his official graduation from high school, Barber began
studies at the Curtis Institute of Music in Philadelphia in the first year of its existence—
indeed, he is supposed to have been the second student to enter its doors.4 The primary
patron of the institute was the philanthropist Mary Louise Curtis Bok, who became a
friend and supporter of Barber’s for many years following. Barber studied in several
areas at Curtis during his nine years there, earning a reputation as a brilliant and
promising student musician—the first to undertake a triple major. In addition to voice
lessons with Emilio de Gogorza and piano lessons with George Boyle and Isabelle
Vengerova, Barber undertook intensive studies in composition with Professor Rosario
Scalero, an Italian composer who had studied with Eusebius Mandyczewski, a longtime
friend of Johannes Brahms. While mostly undistinguished as a composer himself, Scalero
was noted as an effective, if highly conservative teacher who emphasized study of all eras
and genres of composition, insisting upon a thorough foundation in counterpoint for all
his pupils.
In addition to music, familiarity with several languages, including fluent French
and some Italian, made Barber a fitting friend for the young Gian Carlo Menotti, whose
arrival at Curtis in 1928 began a lifelong musical and personal friendship which included
sharing for some thirty years a house outside New York.5 Menotti later described Barber
at that time as “extremely well-read; he had traveled; he was very spoiled because he was

4

Heyman, Barber, 33.

5

With the help of Mary Louise Curtis Bok, Barber and Menotti were able to purchase
this fine house, which they named “Capricorn.” Large enough for them to compose on either side
of the house without hearing the other, this place was their permanent home from 1943 to 1973.

9

meant to be very good-looking and had so many talents.”6 In Menotti, a talented
composer in his own right, Barber had a musical counterpart fit to share in conversations
and travels. The pair travelled in Europe for consecutive summers in their student years,
soaking up what inspiration they could from quaint countryside villages and long hikes in
the Alps.
Good fortune belonged to Barber in the early years, as high-profile premieres and
awards came with frequency. On two different occasions his work was recognized with
the Joseph H. Bearns Prize, given to promising young composers: once in 1929 for his
Violin Sonata (no longer extant) and in 1933 for his overture The School for Scandal. The
latter work was Barber’s first to receive a major premiere, given by Alexander Smallens
and the Philadelphia Orchestra in 1933.7 In 1935 Barber was also given the opportunity
to record his own work Dover Beach on the RCA label with his friends and former
classmates of the Curtis Quartet. The cellist of the quartet was Orlando Cole, with whom
Barber collaborated on the Cello Sonata, written and premiered in 1932. That work, along
with Music for a Scene From Shelley (1933), earned Barber the Prix de Rome in 1935,
following which the young composer spent two years at the American Academy in
Rome.8 Following an audition for company representatives, Barber was in 1934 placed
6

Gian Carlo Menotti, interview with Peter Dickinson; Gifford, Scotland, April 6, 1981.
Quoted in Samuel Barber Remembered, ed. Peter Dickinson (Rochester, NY: University of
Rochester Press, 2010), 59.
7

Heyman, Barber, 91. Barber was in Europe when the premiere of School for Scandal
took place, which apparently drew the ire of Toscanini, who, as Barber wrote in his diary, “gave
me hell for that.”
8

Barber had applied to the competition the previous year, but did not win. After being
encouraged to do so the next year, he sent the same pieces as before—and won. He attributed this
to the successful and more recent premiere Music for a Scene from Shelley had received from the
New York Philharmonic. Despite his love for Rome and Europe on the whole, Barber evidently
hated being at the Academy, refusing to unpack his suitcase for the duration of his stay as a kind
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on retainer with the G. Schirmer publishing company, a relationship which continued for
the remainder of Barber’s life.9 In 1938, yet another glamorous recording and premiere
featured Barber’s music: performances of the Essay for Orchestra and Adagio for Strings
led by Arturo Toscanini and performed by the NBC Radio Symphony. This performance
brought Barber acclaim and heightened his public exposure; as well, it initiated the
continuing popularity of Adagio for Strings.
Barber is best known around the world for the Adagio for Strings, a beautiful
work which for its heartfelt simplicity attracted special attention and a premiere recording
by Toscanini.10 Undoubtedly beautiful, the piece has either been abused or become
sacrosanct, depending on one’s perspective. Originally the slow movement from his
String Quartet in B-minor, Barber arranged it for string orchestra (down a half-step to
Bb-minor), and included it in early portfolios submitted to conductors and music
directors. The piece caused some stir as its popularity grew, causing renewed debate
about “old” versus “new” music, some critics respecting its sincerity and broad appeal,
others complaining of its lack of innovation.11 Barber never seemed to associate Adagio
for Strings with great sadness, much less grief in death, yet the piece began to represent
this experience after it was broadcast on national radio following Franklin D. Roosevelt’s
death in 1938. Numerous similar broadcasts were heard in following decades, most

of personal protest towards what he viewed as “the somewhat expatriated Harvard Club
atmosphere” (Heyman, Barber, 134).
9

Ibid., 118-19.

10

Heyman, Barber, 170.

Luke Howard, “The Popular Reception of Samuel Barber's Adagio for Strings,”
American Music 25, no. 1 (spring 2007): 53.
11

11

famously the announcement of John F. Kennedy’s assassination in 1963.12 The years
following have made Adagio for Strings part of a national and even global consciousness,
appearing repeatedly in films, television shows, and various pop-style arrangements.13
Respect for this piece is well-deserved, but it is perhaps unfortunate that so little
attention, comparatively speaking, has been given to the rest of his work.
Musically, the Adagio is notable for its straightforward structure and style. A clear
arch is formed as the piece begins softly, builds gradually and continually to an emotional
and unmistakable climax before retreating once again to a place of repose. Long, mostly
stepwise melodic lines are shared among the instruments; smooth countermelody is found
in places, but sustained notes and numerous double stops throughout the piece create a
full, homophonic texture. Rich, triadic harmony is found throughout and parallel chord
progressions are frequent.
The String Quartet, Op. 11 (1936), from which the Adagio originated, was first
performed in Rome in 1936 by the Pro Arte Quartet, but was a performance only of the
first two movements. The first complete performance came on April 20, 1937, in a
Library of Congress event featuring the Gordon Quartet. Previously, Barber’s friends in
the Curtis Quartet had performed the first two movements, and surely would have
Howard, “Reception of Barber’s Adagio for Strings,” 53. Howard gives an account of
this broadcast, badly mishandled by CBS radio. After the announcement of Kennedy’s death, the
record of Barber’s Adagio was begun, but by accident at a comically fast speed. When the
mistake became apparent, the music was stopped, the announcement repeated, and then was
played the first movement of Beethoven’s “Pastoral” Symphony. This also was soon stopped, as a
movement subtitled “Awakening of pleasant feelings upon arriving in the countryside” was not
appropriate for the occasion. Dead silence was heard, yet another repetition of the announcement,
and then at last a playing of the national anthem.
12

13

The list of arrangements that can be found is a long one, including clarinet choir,
marimba choir, guitar and saxophone duo, electric guitar, flute and synthesizer, and Chapman
stick.
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received the official premiere; however, due to scheduling difficulties and Barber’s
struggle to complete the third movement, this proved to be impossible. Barber sketched
most of his quartet in the summer of 1936 while traveling in Europe with Menotti, and
wrote in a letter to Orlando Cole in September of that year, “I have just finished the slow
movement of my quartet today—it is a knockout!”14 Barber’s words certainly proved to
be accurate as that movement took on a life of its own apart from the quartet. However,
the outer movements, and especially the third, gave Barber difficulty, and frequent
revisions were made. Barber made significant changes to the first movement and
ultimately re-wrote the finale entirely, composing instead a brief musical statement
incorporating material from the first movement. Perhaps destined to fall short in
comparison to the sublime Adagio, the outer movements have been partly blamed by at
least one performer for the piece being seldom performed.15 The recently released
historical recording by the Curtis Quartet contains the original third movement, which is
arguably more effective than Barber’s revision.16
In its published form, the quartet is essentially a two-movement, ABA structure.
The first movement is dramatic, and alternates between rhythmic and lyrical, more
singing passages; both types of material are reprised in the third movement which
Heyman, Samuel Barber, 153. Described as a “Letter to Orland Cole, probably
September 19, 1937.”
14

Lyle Chan, “Forgotten String Quartets” Online Project, compiled by Lyle Chan,
Andrea Cerneaz and Kyle Nielson, http://forgottenstringquartets.com/site/1900-1950/samuelbarber/#sthash.h7tR8y1f.dpuf [Accessed 6 December 6 2013]. According to Chan: “I remember
having a conversation around 1990 with Martha Blum, the second violinist of the Pro Arte
Quartet, about this piece. I asked her why the Pro Arte didn’t play it more often, seeing how they
were the ensemble that premiered the work in Rome in 1936… She said that the famous Adagio
is so difficult to play in tune and the rest of the quartet simply wasn’t as good.”
15

16

Samuel Barber, Historical Recordings 1935-1960, West Hill Radio Archives: WHRA6039. Released 2011.
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concludes with a brief coda. Beyond what was written above concerning the Adagio, it
can be said that when performed by a string quartet, the movement poses numerous
intonation challenges due to the five-flat key signature (an F Locrian scale is used
melodically, and F-minor is the central tonality), double stops, and the high registration
for all instruments at the climax.
With the Symphony in One Movement, Barber produced his largest work up to
that point, and cemented his conservative reputation by utilizing a traditional form. The
piece was premiered by the Philharmonic Augusteo Orchestra of Rome on December 13,
1936—only one day prior to the premiere of his string quartet. Despite the title and the
absence of breaks between movements, the work can be clearly understood in four
movements, each of which is characterized by a rich, full texture. The first movement is
motivic in its opening, utilizing an expansive theme with more leaps than his usual
practice. Barber’s vocal tendencies show clearly in the third movement, as he writes an
extended oboe solo—an instrument he would feature prominently in numerous pieces
during his career. Showing the composer’s grasp of historical composition techniques,
the fourth movement uses the Baroque-era passacaglia technique, introducing a ground
bass theme in the low strings, and steadily building to dramatic effect.
The onset of World War II brought changes for Barber, but did not overly
interfere with his musical career. He was drafted in 1942 as a corporal in the United
States Army, and was assigned to noncombatant service as a result of his weak
eyesight.17 Eventually, his musical ability became known to his commanding officers,
and Barber was given permission to compose, and even received commissions during his
17

Ibid., 213.
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military tenure. Small pieces such as Commando March were produced in 1943, as well
as his Second Symphony in 1944, commissioned by the Air Force. As the war drew to a
close, Barber added to his works in the same year the unique Capricorn Concerto,
featuring oboe, flute and trumpet soloists, and shortly thereafter the Cello Concerto
(1945). In the years following the war, Barber was able to compose again from his
beloved home outside New York, and tended towards a somewhat more dissonant,
angular style.18 Barber’s successful public reception continued through the remainder of
the following decade with works such as the ballet score Medea, in which Martha
Graham performed, and a setting of James Agee’s poem, Knoxville: Summer of 1915
(both works written in 1948).
One of Barber’s most popular works, Knoxville certainly stands apart from his
trend of increased dissonance, for it is written in an unabashedly romantic, expressive
style. It is a work of around sixteen minutes in length, and was described by the composer
as a “lyric rhapsody… in some ways going back to the old days of ‘Dover Beach.’”19 As
Benedict Taylor writes, “Knoxville is yet atypical of Barber in that by most accounts it is
the most “American” piece in an oeuvre otherwise rarely seen as strongly touched by
national flavor.”20 The Piano Sonata (1949) was premiered by Vladimir Horowitz and is
considered by pianists to be one of the great American piano works of the century (often
mentioned along with Charles Ives’ Concord Sonata and Elliot Carter’s Piano Sonata).
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While Barber composed songs throughout his life, the Mélodies passagères, Op. 27,
written in 1950-51, and Hermit Songs, Op. 29, composed in 1952, proved to be among
his most significant.
Barber wrote one of his best works—the opera Vanessa—in 1960. Perhaps
reluctant to attempt an opera (a genre which many composers have found the most
difficult), Barber did not pursue a commission for Vanessa, but wrote it from personal
initiative, collaborating extensively with Menotti, who supplied the libretto. The work
was critically acclaimed, and earned Barber the Pulitzer Prize for music in the same
year.21 The collaboration with Menotti was unusual in a sense—one composer writing a
libretto for another—yet Menotti’s skill with stagecraft as well as his understanding of
Barber made for a good pairing. However, this proved to be one of their last cooperative
efforts, for the career paths of the two men—already contrasting, given Menotti’s primary
success on the stage—continued to develop along different lines. Ultimately, their
relationship was strained, and Menotti gradually came to spend most of his time in
Europe. Of the two, Menotti fared better amid this separation; Barber suffered by
comparison.
Whether the loss of his partner played a small or great part of it, during the 1960’s
Barber’s productivity lessened, and he composed only two large works. The Piano
Concerto was written in 1962 and given a successful first performance by John
Browning; the work earned Barber a second Pulitzer Prize for music. This virtuosic work
displays a greater use of dissonance than did most of Barber’s previous works, even
making brief use of a twelve-tone row. Nevertheless, Deborah Rifkin comments that
Richard Jackson and Barbara Heyman, “Samuel Barber,” in Twentieth-Century
American Masters (New York: W.W. Norton, 1987), 247.
21
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“Barber’s tonal dissolution sounds like an extreme extension of the romantic model,
rather than a challenge to it.”22 Perhaps in light of this, and the increasing dedication to
serialism in American academic institutions, the Piano Concerto received significant
criticism, despite being well-received by the public. However, the public failure in 1966
of his second opera, Antony and Cleopatra, was a personal blow to Barber. As the event
was the Metropolitan Opera’s opening of its new Lincoln Center venue, the event was
highly publicized.23 While the criticism ultimately had more to do with the over-produced
work of the stage manager Franco Zeffirelli24 than it did with the musical score, Barber
was unable to cope with the situation and quickly sought escape from the criticism by
travelling to Europe. His then-representative at Schirmer, Hans Heinsheimer, later
commented, “Antony and Cleopatra was an absolute turning point in the life of Barber. It
was a terrible catastrophe from which he never recovered.”25 Later revisions of the work
with Menotti—who had no part in the first performance—enabled a successful revival,
but considerable damage had been done to Barber’s confidence.
Perhaps related to the parting of ways with Menotti and the debacle of Antony and
Cleopatra, Barber’s personal life became unhealthy in several ways during his last years.
The sale in 1973 of Capricorn, the house he had shared with Menotti, was a further
difficulty for him, as he then moved into New York City, a place much less suited to his
Deborah Rifkin, “Making it Modern: Chromaticism and Phrase Structure in TwentiethCentury Tonal Music,” Theory and Practice 31 (2006): 154.
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Virgil Thomson’s comment on Zeffirelli: “He was a public danger!” In Dickson,
Samuel Barber Remembered, 113.
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Hans W. Heinsheimer, interview with Peter Dickinson; New York City, May 13, 1981;
in Dickinson, Samuel Barber Remembered, 158.
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creative temperament. Barber’s confidence in his abilities waned, and he became
depressed, often turning to alcohol. What pieces he was able to write often received less
acclaim than his earlier works, such as The Lovers, a cantata setting of poetry by the
Chilean writer Pablo Neruda. Barber dedicated the work to Valentin Herranz, a young
man who became a companion and personal assistant during his final decade. This piece
and others did not find much success though, and as Walter Simmons has pointed out,
“Interviews with the composer during his later years reveal a petulance and sarcasm that
suggest how difficult it was for him to endure a degree of critical disaffection for which a
lifetime of adulation had left him unprepared.”26 Attempting to improve his condition,
Barber experimented at points during the 1970’s with yoga and Zen Buddhism, as well as
psychiatric sessions geared towards alcoholism. While his health seemed to rally at times,
he eventually was diagnosed with lymphoma in 1978, passing away a few years
afterward on January 23, 1981. In his obituary the New York Times wrote, “Throughout
his career, Samuel Barber was hounded by success. Probably no other American
composer has ever enjoyed such early, such persistent and such long-lasting acclaim.”27
Barber was an intelligent, well-spoken individual with literary interests who
typically kept to himself. Although his letters show that he was a clear and witty writer,
he refrained from publishing any written works, unlike peers such as Aaron Copland or
Virgil Thomson. Barbara Heyman refers to his “reclusion” as a theme during much of his

Walter Simmons, “Samuel Barber” in Voices in the Wilderness: Six Neo-Romantic
Composers (Lanham, MD and London: The Scarecrow Press, Inc., 2004), 262.
26

Donal Henahan, “Samuel Barber, Composer, Dead; Twice Winner of Pulitzer Prize,”
New York Times, January 24, 1981. Available through online query at www.nytimes.com,
accessed March 26, 2014.
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life, citing his continual desire for silence and solitude in order to work productively.28
Throughout his life, apart from Menotti, Barber maintained few composer friends,
preferring the company of artists and intellectuals, including, as Menotti commented,
“People you would never think would be our friends, like [Marcel] Duchamp and Andy
Warhol.”29 Interestingly, in a time when the majority of American composers held
university or college teaching positions, Barber taught little in any formal setting, only
taking a position at the Curtis Institute during the years 1939-1942 before concluding that
he had no desire for it.30
During his life, as a composer and as a person, Barber experienced much success,
but also knew dark times and melancholy. His music did not introduce new techniques to
the world of composition, which earned him criticism, primarily from other composers
and music scholars. In spite of this, as John Corigliano has wisely noted, “Barber, now
gone, is appreciated as a master and grouped with the great composers of the past.
Nobody cares whether his music was groundbreaking, like Berlioz’s, or not, like
Mozart’s… we are free to listen to a true musician writing eternal music.”31
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CHAPTER 3
FORMAL ANALYSIS OF THE SONATA FOR CELLO AND PIANO
Although written in 1932, Samuel Barber’s Sonata for Cello and Piano exhibits
many stylistic features of 19th-century romanticism while also projecting characteristics
of 20th-century modernism. Agreeing with the main scholars on Barber—Barbara
Heyman and Nathan Broder—Howard Pollack writes, “The common designation of
Samuel Barber as a romantic or neoromantic composer seems accurate enough,” citing
the expressive intent of his music through prevalent indications of emotion and singing
(appassionato, cantando, etc.).1 This description fits the Sonata for Cello and Piano,
which contains those expressive terms and employs vocal lyricism and traditional forms
to create an emotional effect. In this chapter I will provide an analysis of the piece, giving
consideration to Barber’s use of form, harmony, key relationships, and motivic material.
Although many other areas could be discussed as well, I will focus on these because of
their practical benefit to the performer seeking to understand and present the piece to an
audience.
In each of these areas Barber shows his knowledge and acceptance of musical
tradition, and none more so than in his use of forms in the Sonata for Cello and Piano.
Among the composers who might have been of influence, Brahms and Sibelius seem to
be foremost. While Barber was no slavish imitator of these masters, his structural
organization clearly shows their influence. Both in the early part of his career as well his
later years, Barber made frequent use of sonata form (particularly in his two symphonies

Howard Pollack, Barber, “Sibelius and the Making of an American Romantic,” The
Musical Quarterly 84, no. 2 (summer 2000): 175.
1
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and the concertos), which in itself evidenced either a continuation of historical practice or
a reactionary stance towards the future of music—depending on one’s point of view.
Both as a stylistic convention based on order and symmetry, and a tonal system based on
the tonic/dominant relationship, sonata form was certainly one of the “very strong
pincers” of musical tradition to which Stravinsky referred.2 Charles Rosen has argued
that once sonata form was codified in the 19th-century by the likes of Reicha, Marx and
Czerny, it resisted lasting growth, instead simply receiving different treatments according
to the preference of the individual composer.3 Composers who used sonata forms—such
as Barber, Sibelius or Rachmaninoff—by definition placed themselves within the realms
of an older style.
Needless to say, Barber was comparatively unbothered by the inherited tradition,
for he was able to work within it freely when others felt it necessary to make a complete
break. Barber had at one point an interesting interaction with one such composer, George
Antheil, who was considered among early 20th-century American composers to be an
enfant terrible of avante-garde, non-traditional music. Following their meeting, which
occurred during one of Barber’s European trips in the summer of 1928, Barber wrote to
his family:

2

Igor Stravinsky and Robert Craft, Memories and Commentaries (Berkeley, CA:
University of California Press, 1981), 127. Stravinsky’s quote reads as follows: “The artist feels
his ‘heritage’ as the grip of a very strong pincers.”
3

Charles Rosen, Sonata Forms (New York & London: W.W. Norton & Company, 1980),
292. From Rosen’s introduction: “It was elaborated principally by Antonin Reicha in the second
volume (1826) of his Traité de haute composition musicale; by Adolph Bernhard Marx in Die
Lehre von der musikalischen Komposition, vol. III (1845); and finally and most influentially by
Carl Czerny, in the School of Practical Composition of 1848.” Rosen, Sonata Forms, 3.
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Our thoughts about music are surprisingly similar… He is ten years older
than I, and he says that he is glad to see that my decade of composers is
aware of the faults and extravagancies of his own, and that we are
profiting by their mistakes… He found the musicality, the essence of my
music, beyond question; the form, however, is yet archaic. He said that my
music was intense, but hampered by my rhetoric.4
If Barber took these words much to heart, it was not evidenced in the formal organization
of the Sonata for Cello and Piano, written four years after this meeting. Modified sonata
forms reminiscent of Brahms are used in the outer movements, while a neat ternary form
comprises the middle one.
In the harmonic language of his Sonata for Cello and Piano, Barber places himself
within the bounds of 19th-century expression, utilizing authentic cadences and triadic
harmony within a clearly tonal framework, often in a rich, romantic texture. Dissonances
are common, and include many expressive appoggiaturas, in addition to other standard
types, such as suspensions and passing tones. Nevertheless, in speaking of “harmonic
language,” one might say that the words are traditional, while the sentences are not.
Perhaps showing the influence of Sibelius, Barber uses familiar types of chords—all
manner of triads, seventh, and augmented-sixth chords—within free, nontraditional
progressions. Only rarely does one find a sequence of chords which function strongly
within a key, i.e. with a circle-of-fifths sort of inevitability. Rather, one finds most
frequent use of parallel, stepwise progressions, with motion by third or tritone being next
most common.
In terms of key relationships, the Sonata for Cello and Piano in places follows
19th-century formula, and in others shows the freedom of a 20th-century work. Each
movement begins and ends in the same key, and the work can unreservedly be termed,
4

Letter, Barber to his family, August 21, 1928, Vienna. In Heyman, Barber, 57.
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“in C-minor.” None the less, it often seems that Barber was more interested in textural
change and thematic development than in an overall tonal structure. For example, in the
three sections of the first movement exposition, one does not find the common
relationships of tonic to dominant I-V (or i-III in minor key works), but rather a parallel
progression—C-minor to Bb-minor to Ab-major. While the tonic key eventually emerges
in the recapitulation, new key areas are also explored. Most interestingly, in the last
movement, the key relationships of the first area are literally reversed from exposition to
recapitulation.
Barber’s motivic development in the Sonata for Cello and Piano is another
example of the composer’s blend of old and new characteristics. Many 19th-century tools
of variation can be found, including augmentation, fragmentation, and changes of texture
and expression, and the example of Brahms seems not far removed in certain places.
However, in the first movement of the sonata, a traditional augmented-sixth chord
becomes essentially a structural device, its pitches forming a central motive and a theme
which is varied in whole and in part. The second and third movements also utilize
frequently recurring motives, themes reduced at times to a single interval, and used in
contrasting textures. This recurrence of motives within each movement is an important
part of the musical communication.
The Sonata for Cello and Piano represents a well-crafted, highly expressive work,
neo-romantic in style, content to merge many old, and some new musical characteristics.
At least in this work, it is fair to say that Barber did not make compositional innovation
his first priority, seeing the work of past composers not as “pincers” to be free of, but
rather as a natural foundation on which to build.
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First Movement: Allegro ma non troppo
The first movement is cast in a modified sonata form, freely adapted in several
ways, preserving the stylistic concepts of statement, development, and restatement while
modifying themes and avoiding literal repetition. Table 3.1 gives an overview of the
formal structure of this movement, showing its methodical construction.

Table 3.1 Formal Structure of Samuel Barber’s Sonata for Cello and Piano, Op. 6, First
Movement, Allegro ma non troppo
Exposition (mm. 1-66)
1-27

First thematic area, C-minor
1-8
Theme 1 (antecedent/consequent four-bar phrases)
9-15 Development5 of second phrase of theme 1
16-22 Variation of opening aug+6 chord, augmented rhythm (mm. 16-19)
23-27 Restatement of theme 1 (fuller harmony)
28-42 Second thematic area, Bb-minor
28-30 Transition
31-33 Theme 2
33-38 Extension
39-42 Transition
43-66 Third thematic Area, Ab-major
43-49 Theme 3
50-56 Extension
57-66 Transition
Development (mm. 67-91)
67-81 Exploration of opening motive from m. 1
82-91 Exploration of rhythmic motive and melodic contour from mm. 16-19

Janet Teetor, “An Analysis and Comparison of Three Compositions by Samuel Barber”
(M.M. Thesis, DePauw University, 1953), 5. Teetor analyzes this section as developmental, and
while there is no clear cadence, since the melodic material shifts directly from one pitch level to
the next, “development” does seem an appropriate term.
5
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Recapitulation (mm. 92-143)
92-105 First theme (mm. 1-4) in augmentation, mm. 5-22 omitted, C-minor
106-120 Second thematic area repeated, slight modifications, D-minor
121-143 Third thematic area, C-major
Coda (mm. 144-155)

The structure of this opening movement is notable for its concision. None of its
sections are very long, transitions occur quickly, and the recapitulation omits some of the
material from the exposition. As seen in Figure 3.1, the piece opens with a dramatic
upward gesture, building from a soft dynamic to a forte, molto espressivo indication. The
rhythm of this initial phrase is driven by an underlying eighth-note texture between the
cello and piano, and expands into longer notes at the climax in m. 3. The cello line is
shaped expressively with ascending minor sixth/augmented fifth intervals which are
written melodically, but with a certain function in mind. Those melodic pitches, C-AbGb-D, comprise the notes of a French augmented sixth chord in C-minor (considering the
Gb as an enharmonic F#6). While varied in places—for example, by dropping the D to
form the simpler Italian augmented sixth –this chord becomes a structural device
throughout the movement.

6

It may be impossible to say for certain why Barber uses a Gb in the cello part here (and
in mm. 60-63). F# is used in m. 2 for the piano, and later in the movement (m. 93) the F# is also
in the cello in a similar line. Possibly, the Gb is intended as a courtesy for the cellist—i.e. the
major 2nd interval being easier to grasp than the diminished 3rd.
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Figure 3.1 Samuel Barber Sonata for Cello and Piano, Op. 6, First movement, mm. 1-4
Copyright © 1936 (Renewed) by G. Schirmer, Inc. Used by Permission.

Following a brief developmental passage, a climax of the opening section is
reached with a variation of the opening material. As can be seen in Figure 3.2, the cello
line in mm. 16-17 features an arrival on C which utilizes the pitches of the opening
augmented sixth chord (here, the simpler It+6 chord: C-F#-Ab). These pitches are
outlined with expanded rhythmic values. In contrast, the rhythmic figures in the piano
part are a compressed rendition of the piano part in mm. 1-2 (see Figure 3.1). It is
interesting to note how quickly Barber changes the textures in this passage, from the
syncopated marcato figures to secco sixteenths, to slurred scales. Visually as well as
aurally, this rapidity of textural change places the piece in a modern context more so than
the rest of the opening.
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Figure 3.2 Samuel Barber Sonata for Cello and Piano, Op. 6, First movement, mm. 1621. Copyright © 1936 (Renewed) by G. Schirmer, Inc. Used by Permission.

A second section is begun in measure 28, passionate in character, but more
flowing than the first section. Triplet rhythms in each measure create a smooth texture.
As seen in Figure 3.3, three measures of transition (or introduction) lead to a statement of
a second theme, in Bb-minor, in mm. 31-33. The introductory idea returns, overlapping
the last bar of the theme in m. 31, extending the section.
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Figure 3.3 Samuel Barber Sonata for Cello and Piano, Op. 6, First movement, mm. 2833. Copyright © 1936 (Renewed) by G. Schirmer, Inc. Used by Permission.

Following a four-measure transition, an Ab-major closing section begins in
measure 44, as seen in Figure 3.4. The Eb in the cello begins as an anticipation in the
previous measure, and after a slight relaxing of tempo, falls gracefully through four
sixteenth-notes into the following tranquillo melody. In departure from his frequent
parallel progressions, this theme is approached with a clear authentic cadence on Ab in
m. 44. The writing for the cello in this section represents one of the most vocal passages
in the piece with its legato articulation and a range of just an octave. Similar to the
previous section, the theme is brief, and followed by an extension that prolongs the
duration of the passage.

28

Figure 3.4 Samuel Barber Sonata for Cello and Piano, Op. 6, First movement, mm. 4149. Copyright © 1936 (Renewed) by G. Schirmer, Inc. Used by Permission.

A meandering ten-measure transition concludes the exposition, culminating in a
suspended Ger+6 chord in C-minor (mm. 65-66) that is abruptly resolved to C-major at
the start of the development section in measure 67. The development explores just two
ideas from the opening section of the exposition. Figure 3.5 shows the first idea, an
expansion of the minor sixth motive that begins the piece. From mm. 67-75, the cello
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explores this motive in its initial (ascending) form, and in mm. 74-77, the piano explores
the motive in inversion. Although there is a rhythmic intensity in the repeated eighth
notes in the piano—and an agitato marking—the overall texture is clearer, and the
harmonies less active than one might expect in a development section.

Figure 3.5 Samuel Barber Sonata for Cello and Piano, Op. 6, First movement, mm. 6577. Copyright © 1936 (Renewed) by G. Schirmer, Inc. Used by Permission.
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The second idea in the development, as seen in Figure 3.6, is an understated, pianissimo
expansion of the syncopated accompaniment figure found in the piano part in measures
16-17 (see Figure 3.2), rising sequence-style in pitch level. A countermelody in octaves is
given to the piano in mm. 82- 86 before the instruments exchange roles beginning in m.
87. This brief melody is new, but returns as the opening theme of the second movement
see Figure 3.10, m.1).
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Figure 3.6 Samuel Barber Sonata for Cello and Piano, Op. 6, First movement, mm. 82105. Copyright © 1936 (Renewed) by G. Schirmer, Inc. Used by Permission.
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Figure. 3.6 (continued) Samuel Barber Sonata for Cello and Piano, Op. 6, First
movement, mm. 82-105. Copyright © 1936 (Renewed) by G. Schirmer, Inc. Used by
Permission.

The development section closes in m. 91 with a half-cadence on a third-inversion D#
dominant-seventh chord, which can be considered enharmonically as a V/Ab, aurally
relating to the return of the primary C-Ab theme in the cello in m. 92. The return of this
theme is not immediately obvious, since it is written with augmented rhythmic values: the
opening eighth-note to dotted-quarter rhythm (see Figure 3.1) is now a quarter-note
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pickup to a tied whole note and dotted-half (Figure 3.6, m. 92). The augmented rhythm is
not proportional and serves only to connect the pitches of the theme in variation. Similar
to the opening, an augmented sixth chord in C-minor provides the harmony. However,
the texture in this passage is light, and the long notes in the cello and pianissimo
arpeggiations in the piano create a mysterious atmosphere. Although clearly intended as a
recapitulation by the composer, there are as many elements of change as repetition.
Barber’s procedure here could easily be compared to that of Brahms, whose
altered or “blurred” recapitulations have been referred to as a “pervasive feature” by
Peter H. Smith.7 In order to avoid literal repetition and reveal further possibilities for his
musical ideas, Brahms employed types of variation in his sonata forms, and especially so
in his recapitulations. Smith notes that modification of structural elements in sonata form
dates not just to romantics as Brahms, but back to Mozart and Haydn as well; however,
Brahms used such modifications more often and more freely. A particular and
appropriate example of this similar approach is found in the first movement of the Sonata
No. 2 in F-major, Op. 99 for cello and piano (as mentioned in Chapter 2, Barber was
enthusiastic in his study of Brahms in the early 1930’s, and is known to have played both
of Brahms’s cello sonatas).
Figure 3.7 shows the point of interest in Brahms’s cello sonata, a moment
following the development when Brahms returns to the tonic F while varying both the
rhythm of his theme and his harmonic approach, resulting in a complete change of
character. This could be considered the point of recapitulation, more so given the
presence (albeit disguised) of the primary theme. That theme, effusive or even heroic at
Peter H. Smith, “Liquidation, Augmentation, and Brahms’s Recapitulatory Overlaps,”
19th Century Music 17, no. 3 (spring 1994): 237.
7
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the beginning of the movement, is here outlined over dotted-half note chords in the piano,
the cello continuing a sextuplet string crossing pattern in a more brooding character than
before. Brahms allows this mood to linger briefly, using the minor mode, before moving
through G-minor, shifting to C and cadencing on F with a literal return of the primary
theme in m. 128.

Figure 3.7 Johannes Brahms Sonata No. 2 in F-major, Op. 99, for Cello and Piano, First
movement mm. 112-29.
Barber’s recapitulation does not duplicate Brahms’s procedure, but there are
apparent similarities. As before, the augmented rhythm and altered texture between mm.
92-98 bear resemblance. Additionally, making use of the time created by expansion of
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the theme, Barber elaborates further harmonic implications of its pitches than heard in the
opening. The harmony remains within C-minor—and each arpeggio begins with a C—but
the chords do not follow a clear direction. Lastly, following his somewhat disguised
recapitulation, in the pickup to m. 99 Barber makes a more literal return to the opening
material, essentially continuing his progress through the theme, but now a tempo (one
may compare this to m. 4 in the opening). This has barely taken place before another
change occurs, as seventeen measures from the exposition are omitted, resulting in a
swift and dramatic climax in mm. 102-3. Interestingly, in the manuscript copy of the
sonata (Library of Congress), these measures are included. I have not encountered any
interviews or articles that comment on this, so it is a matter of speculation as to why
Barber chose to edit the music in this way prior to publication. I believe the published
version—including the cut—to be effective in surprising the listener and increasing the
dramatic tension of the moment. The written-out measures in the manuscript are
surprising to see for anyone who knows the sonata in its published form, but in the end do
little more than to repeat the material from before, not to mention that since this passage
was unexplored in the development, the experience of “homecoming” to the tonic would
be lessened. In general, Barber’s alterations, like Brahms’s, provide a different
experience of the theme—a more mysterious and suspenseful quality than the insistent,
tragic character of the opening.
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As the recapitulation of the first movement continues, further changes can be
observed. Although having returned to the area of C, in Figure 3.8, one first notes that
Barber has shifted by tritone from the previous measure to F#-major. Although this
relates to his procedure in the exposition (the tritone shift from Cb to F in mm. 27-28), a
more conventional approach would see him remain in the tonic key. Proportionate to the
corresponding passage in the exposition (Figure 3.3), the greater alteration is his omission
of the 3/2 bar, and a direct, third-relation shift to D-minor in m. 109. Lastly, in the
approach to the second theme, beginning in m. 106, Barber adds a dramatic line for the
cello (based on the opening motive) above the triplets in the piano.

Figure 3.8 Samuel Barber, Sonata for Cello and Piano, Op. 6, First movement, mm. 106111. Copyright © 1936 (Renewed) by G. Schirmer, Inc. Used by Permission.

Little need be said about the closing theme in recapitulation—which follows more
conventionally in the tonic C—however, the concluding coda merits attention.
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Beginning in m. 144, the piano holds an F-minor chord while the cello plays a cadenzalike passage above (see Figure 3.9).8 As the cello line ascends an Ab in the end of m. 147,
it immediately descends in what is essentially a retrograde variation of the pitches from
the opening theme. In m. 150, Barber re-writes the Gb in the cello enharmonically as an
F#, making it a leading to G (the single altered note in the retrograde theme), and a sense
of V-I resolution in the cello line.

Figure 3.9 Samuel Barber Sonata for Piano and Cello, Op. 6, First movement, mm. 142155. Copyright © 1936 (Renewed) by G. Schirmer, Inc. Used by Permission.
According to Orlando Cole, Barber’s initial notation of this passage was without
barlines and an ad libitum marking, giving it the appearance of a cadenza. However, he
apparently was concerned about too much freedom being taken, since he made an about-face and
ultimately instructed it to be played a tempo! See Igor Scedrov’s “A Study of the Reciprocal
Relationship Between the Composer and the Performer in Selected Works For the Cello by
Samuel Barber, Elliot Carter and Charle Wuorinen,” (D.M.A. diss., Temple University, 1994),
17.
8
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Second Movement: Adagio – Presto – du nuovo Adagio
Continuing in traditional manner, Barber uses a ternary form in the second
movement of his Sonata for Cello and Piano. What begins as an expressive and highly
vocal slow movement gives way to a light and playful scherzando, which is a miniature
sonata form in itself. At the close of this material, a third section similar in feeling to the
first returns. According to Orlando Cole’s cello part, the scherzo was written first, and the
slow outer sections composed and appended later.9 Table 2 gives an overview of the
structure of this brief movement.

Table 3.2 Formal Structure of Samuel Barber’s Sonata for Cello and Piano, Op. 6,
Second Movement , Adagio – Presto – di nuovo Adagio
A section (mm. 1-10) - Adagio
1-7
8-10

Period in Eb, half-cadence on subdominant Ab in m. 7
Extension, cadence on C10

B section (mm. 11-48) – Presto
11-26 Exposition, F-major modulating to C-major
(Two thematic ideas, mm. 11-13 in the cello, mm. 14-15 in the piano)
27
Transition
28-35 Development, movement through F-minor/Ab-major/A-minor
36-48 Recapitulation, F-major
36-41 First thematic idea in augmentation
42-48 “Literal return” of first thematic idea
A¹ section (mm. 49-65) – di nuovo Adagio
49-55 Period in Eb (tonic chord withheld)
56-65 Period in Eb
9

Heyman, Barber, 113.

10

Teetor, “An Analysis and Comparison of Three Compositions by Samuel Barber,” 7.
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The vocal qualities of Barber’s music are on full display in the Adagio section of
the second movement. As seen in Figure 3.10, an espressivo, primarily step-wise melody
is given to the cello, and Barber’s tendency towards linear harmonic motion is apparent
in the chordal piano accompaniment. Beginning in Eb-major, an antecedent phrase covers
mm. 1-3, with a consequent phrase in mm. 4-7, cadencing on the subdominant Ab. A
three-measure extension follows, and a shift to a C-major chord in m. 10. Despite its
tonality and lyricism, this introduction lacks an immediate 19th-century parallel (unlike
other examples of such influence previously mentioned). Comparable slow introductions
in Brahms or Beethoven typically have a fuller texture, or more activity in the
accompaniment—perhaps due to the limitations of the piano during that time. This
passage is quintessential Barber: simplicity embodied in a lyrical melody over slowmoving, sustained harmony.11

11

Examples might include Adagio for Strings, and slow movements from his Symphony
in One Movement and the concertos (violin, cello and piano).
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Figure 3.10 Samuel Barber Sonata for Cello and Piano, Op. 6, Second Movement, mm. 110. Copyright © 1936 (Renewed) by G. Schirmer, Inc. Used by Permission.
From the peaceful stillness of that C-major chord, the second section comes as a
significant contrast. The light, scherzando quality of the writing certainly relates to 19thcentury style, particularly Mendelssohn, a similarity also noted by Orlando Cole.12
Although marked Presto, the music is only moderately fast, with a metronome marking
of 160 to the dotted-quarter (by comparison, a proportional marking for the standard
performance tempo of A Midsummer Night’s Dream overture might be 180-190). In the
manuscript copy of the score, Barber notated this section in 12/4 (instead of the published

See Scedrov, “A Study of the Reciprocal Relationship Between the Composer and the
Performer,” 19.
12
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12/8). Although Barber loved his “pretty chain of quarter notes,” Cole was able to
convince him that eighth notes would be easier to read.13
Despite its brevity, this section can be analyzed as a sonata form. An initial theme
is presented in the cello in mm. 11-13, which happens to contain a fiendishly tricky
triplet-within-a-triplet rhythm in m. 12 (see Figure 3.11). A second thematic idea
immediately follows in mm. 14-15 in the piano; the two ideas are interchanged as the
music moves toward C-major.

Figure 3.11 Samuel Barber Sonata for Cello and Piano, Op. 6, Second Movement, mm.
11-18. Copyright © 1936 (Renewed) by G. Schirmer, Inc. Used by Permission.

Following a straightforward development of the first theme (which can be seen in
part, mm. 32-35, at the beginning of Figure 3.12), Barber returns in m. 36 to the original

13

Heyman, Barber, 112.
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key of F-major with a melody line resembling the first theme, disguised with augmented
rhythmic values: quarter notes written in expansive 18/8 and 12/8 time signatures.
Similar to the recapitulation in the first movement, Barber’s procedure here suggests
Brahms’s influence and shows his ability to transform themes and explore expressive
possibilities (and as it happens, Barber was able to write a “pretty chain of quarter notes”
after all). At the same time, the passage is also simple in that the piano repeats the same
F-major chord for six measures; meanwhile, the cello line builds in momentum and the
indicated accelerando supports direction towards the cadence on Bb in m. 42, a point
which represents a brief but more literal return to the first theme of the section. This
material is extended only seven measures further, bringing this scherzando section to a
close.
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Figure 3.12 Samuel Barber Sonata for Cello and Piano, Op. 6, Second Movement, mm.
32-44. Copyright © 1936 (Renewed) by G. Schirmer, Inc. Used by Permission.
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Barber aptly gives the label di nuovo Adagio to the final section of this
movement, for while it clearly evokes a similar texture and feeling to the first section, it
is more different than alike thematically.14 Containing two periods, its seventeen
measures are nearly twice the length of the opening. While the starting pitch and rhythm
of m. 49 is like that of m. 1, identifying further similarity becomes difficult. Nevertheless,
expressively the music seems somehow to pick up where the first section ended.
Although harmonies suggest Eb-major, the tonic chord is not heard until the climax of the
first period in m. 56, which coincides with the beginning of the second. Coinciding with
an expressive octave leap in the cello, this moment is certainly the emotional peak of the
movement. Barber uses plagal motion to arrive at Eb-major in m. 60, before ending the
movement with a perfect authentic cadence.
Given that the Adagio sections were a later addition to the Presto, it is quite
interesting to reflect on the different emotional state that is reached in the music before
plunging into the dramatic third movement. The outer sections add gravitas both to the
second movement and to its transition to the third.

Incidentally, in the manuscript score, Barber wrote only “tempo dell’Adagio.” The
label in the published edition reflects the differences, but does not specify tempo. However, the
obvious similarities in texture and mood suggest that the tempo should be as the beginning.
14
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Figure 3.13 Samuel Barber Sonata for Cello and Piano, Op. 6, Second Movement, mm.
49-65. Copyright © 1936 (Renewed) by G. Schirmer, Inc. Used by Permission.

Third Movement: Allegro appassionato
Barber concludes the sonata with the most expansive and contrasting movement
of the three, again utilizing sonata form, but also exploiting a few more modern
characteristics. Again present is an extensive variation and development of his themes
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with devices already seen, including rhythmic augmentation and melodic fragmentation;
more surprising is the rapidity of change and contrast between those themes. In addition,
Barber exploits key relationships in a striking way, particularly in the first theme, making
reference to the first movement in an unexpected way, subtly making the work more
effective as a whole. Both of those aspects help to bring a more modern balance to what
is often a very romantic piece. Table 3 gives an overview of the movement’s
construction.

Table 3.3 Formal Structure of Samuel Barber’s Sonata for Cello and Piano, Op. 6, Third
Movement, Allegro appassionato
Exposition (mm. 1-47)
1-22

First thematic area – C-minor/F#-minor
1-12 Theme 1 in C-minor (piano alone)
12-22 Theme 1 in F#-minor (cello takes the theme)

22-35 Second thematic area – Primarily G-minor/B-minor
22-23 Theme 2a, C-minor
24-28 Theme 2b15
29-30 Theme 2a restated, E-minor
31-35 Theme 2b in variation
36-47 Third thematic Area – E-minor/C-major
36-43 Theme 3
44-47 Transition
Development (mm. 48-94)
48-70 Exploration of Theme 1
71-72 Transition
73- 80 Exploration of Theme 2
15

At a certain point, labels for musical material can seem arbitrary. Teetor refers to this
material (see Figure 3.15) as extension. Because of the contrast that is made, as well as the
manner in which Barber uses this material, I prefer to label it as an individual idea.
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81-82 Transitional theme
83-86 Theme 2
87-88 Transitional theme
89-94 Expansion of transitional theme
Recapitulation (mm. 95-140)
95-115 First thematic area, F#-minor
115-127 Second thematic area, C-minor
128-140 Third thematic area, A-minor/
Coda (mm. 141-167)

The first thematic area begins assertively in dynamics and texture, with C as a
clear tonal center; however, there is also a sense of tension between the major and minor
modes. As seen in Figure 3.14, the first sf chord and the spinning wheel of eighth notes
are placed in a lower register and have a darker sound than one would expect from Cmajor. The theme begins with a pickup G which rises a half-step to an Ab on the
downbeat of m. 2, a note borrowed from the minor mode. That it moves down a
diminished fourth to E-natural comes as a dissonant surprise, and gives an exotic flair to
this opening, which then settles into C-minor in m. 3. A greater harmonic surprise comes
when the cello enters with the pickup to m. 12 in the key of F#—a tritone shift away from
C. Barber achieves this rather smoothly, moving in m. 11 from C-major up a half step to
Db-major. This chord, respelled enharmonically, creates the aural effect of a C#-F#, V-I
cadence in the following bar. The theme continues and is repeated in F#, leaving this
opening section with dual key centers a tritone apart. In addition to being a modern
feature, as Friedwald has observed, both of these pitches are part of the augmented sixth
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chord which figures prominently in the first movement, creating a subtle connection
between the two.16

16

Friedwald, Analysis of the Published Works of Samuel Barber, 174.
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Figure 3.14 Samuel Barber Sonata for Cello and Piano, Op. 6, Third movement, mm. 113. Copyright © 1936 (Renewed) by G. Schirmer, Inc. Used by Permission.
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In the second thematic area, Barber changes textures and key centers rapidly,
creating a dramatic and unpredictable atmosphere. While a single texture of running
eighth notes characterized the first thematic area, the second area features a change of
some sort about every two bars. Following the conclusion of the first theme area—with
an abrupt shift back to C—a second theme begins without transition (see Figure 3.15, m.
22-23). While the mood and texture are quite different, and initially much lighter,
melodically these measures bear some similarity to the content of mm. 9 and 18, both in
terms of rhythm and contour,17 suggesting that Barber viewed this section as an
outgrowth of previously heard material. This theme is interrupted by the Meno mosso in
m. 24, and a rhythmic figure in the piano that is interpolated for the remainder of the
passage. The initially strong cadence in G-minor proves to be merely a starting point for a
passage in which several other key centers are suggested.

17

In the manuscript copy of the score, m. 18 is written as a quintuple, five equal notes
within the bar. The published version is far easier to execute!
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Figure 3.15 Samuel Barber Sonata for Cello and Piano, Op. 6, Third movement, mm.1425. Copyright © 1936 (Renewed) by G. Schirmer, Inc. Used by Permission.
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Following a cadence in B-minor at the close of the second section, an enigmatic
closing area begins in m. 36 (see Figure 3.16). Tonally and rhythmically, there seems to
be little relation between this passage and what preceded it (a B-minor cadence in a 9/4
time signature). A straightforward forte dynamic is indicated, which belies relatively
ambiguous harmony and the rolled chords—which can give the passage an almost jazzlike feeling in some performances. The melody begins on Eb, but suggests E-minor for
the following few measures. The music lands on an open B/F# fifth in m. 43, before
shifting to C in the following measure. Ultimately, the section concludes in m. 47 on a
suspended Ger+6 chord in F. This proves to be another example of Barber’s unorthodox
treatment of traditional chords as the development begins the following measure (m. 48)
in G-minor.
Yet another enigma of this passage (mm. 36-43) is that in the manuscript score of
the sonata, it is written quite differently. While in its published form, the passage seems
to be a clear part of the movement’s structure, the manuscript version is half the length,
and begins without barlines, suggesting a cadenza-like feel (beyond the fact that the
pianist already plays alone), or perhaps a sense of transition. Similarly to the coda section
of the first movement, Barber apparently decided at some point that his wishes for the
passage were better conveyed through clear and direct notation.
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Figure 3.16 Samuel Barber Sonata for Cello and Piano, Op. 6, Third movement, mm. 3650. Copyright © 1936 (Renewed) by G. Schirmer, Inc. Used by Permission.
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After an initial development of the first theme with a poco scherzando passage
outlining the melody (Figure 3.16, m. 48), Barber goes further with his motivic
development of the second theme area, culminating in a dramatic and surprising
recapitulation. As seen in Figure 3.17, in mm. 73-75, Barber extends by one beat
iterations of the brief second theme, then reduces the theme to a descending motivic
figure in mm. 76-80. Potentially derived from several different motives previously heard
in the movement, a new theme is inserted in mm. 82-83, which serves as a transitional
device in approaching the recapitulation. This theme is varied rhythmically, and ascends
toward a dramatic climax, simultaneous to the point of recapitulation in m. 95. Measures
93-94 essential center on an A#-diminished chord, the 7th of which is found in the
repeated octave G’s in the bass. In an unexpected resolution, the G’s move down by step
to the root of F#-minor tonality in the recapitulation. In the pickup to m. 105 (see Figure
3.17, m. 104, beat 4), the cello entrance shifts the tonality to C-minor. This creates a
reverse symmetry to the key relationships found in the exposition.
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Figure 3.17 Samuel Barber Sonata for Cello and Piano, Op. 6, Third movement, mm. 73104. Copyright © 1936 (Renewed) by G. Schirmer, Inc. Used by Permission.
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Figure 3.17 (continued) Samuel Barber Sonata for Cello and Piano, Op. 6, Third
movement, mm. 73-104. Copyright © 1936 (Renewed) by G. Schirmer, Inc. Used by
Permission.
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In the transition from development to recapitulation just discussed, the music has
a tremendous sense of direction, achieved in part by the freshness of the altered keys as
well as the sweeping melodic content and changing textures. As the recapitulation
continues however, fewer alterations are found, and no such elision of material as in the
first movement. This can easily be disappointing to the listener, who is treated to the sort
of literal repetition of material which Barber previously avoided. The music loses some
direction and purpose as a result, particularly in the recapitulation of the closing area,
which is transposed relative to the second thematic area (which moves from C-minor to
E-minor), but is otherwise unchanged.
Barber recovers a sense of expectation with an effective concluding coda, in
which he reprises the major themes of the movement in a fresh way. At the start of the
coda, in m. 141 (see Figure 3.18), Barber places the cello and piano in rhythmic unison
(for the first time in the piece), outlining intervals from the first theme. The pianissimo
dynamic and dramatic rests create suspense. While moving through F-minor, by the
cadence in m. 149, C is the clear tonal center.
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Figure 3.18 Samuel Barber Sonata for Cello and Piano, Op. 6, Third movement, mm.
141-149. Copyright © 1936 (Renewed) by G. Schirmer, Inc. Used by Permission.

The remainder of the coda interposes several themes and motives from the
movement, bringing the piece to a straightforward C-minor conclusion. As seen in Figure
3.19, Barber creates a concise version of his second theme area in mm. 151-53 (the sort
of procedure which would have been well-used in the recapitulation). The pickup to m.
158 features an augmented version of this theme, which gives way to the eighth-note
figure from the first theme (see Figure 3.14, mm. 5-10). The piece ends with a clear Cminor statement: an authentic cadence in mm. 162-63, and a repetition of the tonic chord,
concluding in the same register which was heard at the beginning of the piece.
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Figure 3.19 Samuel Barber Sonata for Cello and Piano, Op. 6, Third movement,
mm. 150-167. Copyright © 1936 (Renewed) by G. Schirmer, Inc. Used by Permission.
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In conclusion, this analysis of Barber’s Sonata for Cello and Piano has revealed
several potential aspects of influence, particularly from Brahms and Sibelius, but also
some characteristic traits exemplifying the composer’s emerging sense of style. Barber’s
sonata is often considered to be “Brahmsian,” an influence which I believe is stronger in
its forms and thematic development than in overall texture and sound. 18 Strongly
associated with Barber’s music and the sonata in particular are the qualities of romantic
expression and vocal lyricism. These characteristics are also linked to the cello, and in
Chapter 4, I will discuss the task of the cellist.

Barbara Heyman mentions a resemblance between the openings of Barber’s cello
sonata and Brahms’ F-major cello sonata (Heyman, Barber, 111). However, they seem rather
different to me.
18
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CHAPTER 4
PERFORMANCE CONSIDERATIONS FOR THE CELLIST
Barber’s Writing For The Cello
In terms of technical difficulty for the cellist, the cello sonata is not a work that
aims for virtuosity so much as for a singing and a continually expressive quality. In this
respect, Barber’s writing for the cello in his sonata is quite different than in his cello
concerto, and shows growth in his conception of the instrument over the course of his
career. Few pieces in the repertory present the technical challenges of the concerto; in
comparison the sonata is far more accessible. Given the technical difficulty of other
works composed for cello in the previous decade—such as Hindemith’s Sonata (1923),
Cassado’s Suite (1926), or Kodaly’s monumental Sonata for Solo Cello (1921)—it is
clear Barber had other goals in mind. Barber’s sonata would usually be considered
technically less difficult than primary works works of the repertoire such as Beethoven’s
A-major sonata, Op. 69, or Brahms’s F-major sonata Op. 99—both works which Barber
would have known (there is record of his having studied and performed both of Brahms’s
cello sonatas within a couple years before composing his own).1 This places Barber’s
sonata within reach for cellists of varying technical ability, from advanced amateurs to
professionals. Comparable to Brahms’ E-minor cello sonata, Op. 38, Barber’s sonata
focuses on the rich middle register of the instrument, primarily using the bass and tenor
clefs, only on occasion utilizing the treble clef for higher passages.
Given that “how hard” a piece might be to play is often the topic of banter among
students, Barber, still a student when he wrote the sonata, showed restraint, pursuing
instead clear form and musical expression. During the composition process, Barber
1

Heyman, Barber, 53.
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received input from his composition teacher, Rosario Scalero, and his fellow Curtis
student, the cellist Orlando Cole. As Heyman observes, Barber’s work with Cole
established a precedent for his future collaborations in that frequent meetings and
generous advice were offered; in later years, Barber would make a habit of working
closely with elite performers during the composition of his solo pieces.2 At this point in
time, Cole’s suggestions to Barber mostly related to matters of notation, and his
submissions to Scalero sought the teacher’s seal of approval from a compositional
standpoint. Both men are acknowledged in the score of the sonata, “To my teacher,
Rosario Scalero” appearing in the published part. The cello sonata was the last work
Barber wrote as a student of Scalero, and writing to his parents on July 30, 1932, he
reported, “Maestro looked over my cello sonata and thinks I am always making progress.
I wrote it entirely without piano, and next Sunday Domenico is bringing the first cellist of
La Scala Orchestra to Cadegliano to play it.”3 Barber was coming into his own as a
composer, and the sonata contains passages that make sense in light of the youthful
energy and ambition he must have felt at the time.
Needless to say, in later years Barber was not consulting with a teacher about
form, and in the case of his cello concerto, written in 1945, was interested to know the
full extent of the cello’s potential and write accordingly. The Russian cellist Raya
Garbousova was Barber’s performer of choice for the concerto (a connection suggested
by Koussevizky), and was clearly a player of enormous ability, considering the technical
demands of the piece. Before beginning to write, Barber asked her to play for him
2

Heyman, Barber, 110. In addition to his cellistic collaborators, Barber worked with
John Browning on the Piano Concerto, Leontyne Price on Antony & Cleopatra, and Vladimir
Horowitz on Excursions and the Piano Sonata.
3

Heyman, Barber, 111.
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significant portions of her repertoire, including etudes by Popper and Piatti as well as
major concerti. While the concerto does not lack for beautiful singing melodies (the
second movement Adagio is particularly heartfelt), the outer movements are filled with
fleet scalar and arpeggiated passages encompassing the entire range of the instrument,
double stoppings of every sort, and quick changes in register. The work has a
characteristic flow and smoothness to it, but in places shows similarity to the aggressive
passages and bravura found in the Russian concerti by Prokofiev and Shostakovich
(purely from a point of comparison, since only the Cello Concerto, Op. 58 by Prokofiev
was written earlier). The concerto shows the work of a sophisticated composer plying his
craft with every resource available to him. While it may not come across as a student
piece, considering its tidy construction and smaller ambition, the cello sonata is a “little
brother” compared to the concerto.
Barber first conceived the sonata while travelling in Europe during the summer of
1932. A lifelong lover of travel and nature, during that particular visit he spent much time
in northern Italy and Austria, where mountains and beautiful places to hike were
abundant. Accompanying him during his travels was Gian Carlo Menotti, whose family
lived in the small village of Cadegliano, near Lake Lugano, just inside the Italian border.
Menotti had immediate and extended family in that place, and Barber was made
welcome. While Barber’s language skills were quite advanced—he studied German for
four years at Curtis, and had conversational knowledge of French and Italian—Menotti
was afforded the opportunity to welcome him to a new culture, just as Barber had
welcomed him upon arrival in Philadelphia several years before. Barber had travelled in
Europe on two previous summers, in 1928 and 1929, and had then formed his love of
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travel and new experiences. On his first trip in 1928, he had traveled across the Atlantic
accompanied by a fellow student, David Freed, a cellist with whom he found occasion to
make chamber music. In a letter to his parents, Barber made witty reference to the
voyage, writing, “There is a quiet swell on the sea and we shoot gaily into the sky and
then far down into the waves, with a delicacy of nuance that is never monotonous, and
only slightly disastrous to David’s intonation when we play Brahms Sonatas for bored
first-class passengers.”4
Barber’s work on the sonata continued through the summer, and was concluded in
the fall of 1932 following his return to Curtis—it was particularly during this time that
Barber worked with Orlando Cole in preparing the work. Reportedly, Cole’s copy of the
cello part was pasted and clipped in numerous places, reflecting the ongoing work. The
second movement of his part especially shows the stages of development the piece
underwent, as the outer slow sections are crudely affixed at the bottom of the page
containing the Presto section, with the instruction “vide scherzo” marked after the first of
the two.5 Having worked closely on the piece with Barber and remaining friends until the
composer’s death in 1981, Orlando Cole (who passed away in 2006) was an advocate for
Barber’s sonata for many years. Among Cole’s students are noted cellists such as Lynn
Harrell, Anne Williams, and Jeff Lastrapes—all of whom have performed the piece.
The technical accessibility of the sonata means that there is excellent opportunity
for the cellist to display musicality and expressiveness. Most performers at some point

4

Letter, Barber to his family on June 10, 1928. In Heyman, Samuel Barber, 53.

5

Ibid., 111. Laurence Lesser also referred to this in a masterclass given last year at the
Lincoln Center: “There wasn’t scotch tape back then!” This class is available online at
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GAu71Iq5NUk. Accessed January-March of spring 2014.
Hopefully this class will remain accessible in the future, since it is a good resource.
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find themselves in the position of having to perform a piece at the limits of their
technique; what results in performance may be more or less successful, but it may well be
classified as “survival!” In Barber’s sonata there are technical issues to be solved, but
they are not excessive, and should not cause undue stress to the cellist. On the other hand,
as a teaching tool, this piece should provide a moderate challenge for most undergraduate
students. The combination of youth and freshness in the piece could be enjoyable for
young people. At the same time, the work is well written and potentially satisfying for
anyone.
Bearing these things in mind, I will first address passages that might pose a
technical challenge in terms of the left hand (fingering) or bowing, then transition to
discussing musical qualities that can make for an effective performance. In certain cases,
it will be impossible to avoid overlap in discussing these two aspects, but I will use this
general approach for clarity’s sake. The goal will not be to mandate a “correct” way of
playing the piece, but rather to establish a context for understanding and interpreting the
work that can be individualized for each musician. Knowing what Barber was like and
what was musically important to him will be valuable. Once one has a concept of the
composer in mind, it becomes clear that he would endorse many different ways of
playing the piece, so long as sincere musical expression is made.
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Technical Challenges In The Barber Sonata For Cello And Piano, Op. 6
First Movement – Allegro ma non Troppo
The opening of the piece (Ex. 4.1) is not technically difficult, but deserves
mention because of its musical importance. Beginning the piece upbow is probably the
best approach, but also creates a challenge in terms of beginning the low C clearly—
experimentation will be required to find the right amount of bow speed and pressure, as
well as the best point of contact. The shape of the phrase is clear and natural—a
crescendo is written for a phrase rising more than two and a half octaves in range. This
can be achieved by using increasing amounts of bow throughout the phrase and moving
the bow closer to the bridge. The sixteenth notes occur at string crossings, which will
require a quick, smooth motion in the bow, as well as preparation in the left hand.

Example 4.1 Samuel Barber Sonata for Cello and Piano, Op. 6, First movement, mm. 1-4.
Copyright © 1936 (Renewed) by G. Schirmer, Inc. Used by Permission.

In mm. 16-17, the cello outlines the notes of the augmented sixth chord (C/Ab/F#)
that begin the movement, and the cellist has to be able to accurately navigate the large
intervals the composer has written (Ex. 4.2). Interpretively, the performer could play
these notes in a connected, singing manner—which might involve use of slides, or the
notes could be emphasized more individually, in a bell-like way. Considering the long
phrase that precedes them and the harmonic resolution (cadencing on the tonic C), these
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measures certainly function as a point of arrival, suggesting that the second, more
declamatory approach could be more effective. Imagining the sound of these notes as
played by the piano might give the cellist a model for a clear and rhythmic articulation of
each pitch. If the player’s cello doesn’t have too much of a wolf tone,6 the F# could be
played on G-string, lessening the distance needed to reach the next C in m. 18—my
personal preference is to play it on the D for better projection.

Example 4.2 Samuel Barber Sonata for Cello and Piano, Op. 6, First movement, mm. 1618. Copyright © 1936 (Renewed) by G. Schirmer, Inc. Used by Permission.

The closing theme of the development (Ex. 4.3) presents a challenge in terms of
bow distribution. The pianissimo Eb in m. 42 is not difficult to execute if played at the
tip, but no matter what bowing one uses, care must be taken with the sixteenth notes that
follow in m. 43. It is very easy to accentuate those notes since they occupy only one
beat—and the long notes fill up five beats before—so it is all the more important to pay
attention to making a beautiful line. I find that by using lighter bow pressure on the
sixteenths and playing closer to the fingerboard, it becomes easier to shape the phrase.
The same concept applies in m. 46.

For non-cellists, the “wolf” tone on a cello is a pitch wherein the body of the instrument
resonates sympathetically instead of projecting the sound outward, resulting in a variety of
possible and undesirable sounds—depending on the instrument—from a muffled sound to a
scratchy nails-on-the-chalkboard abomination. This pitch is usually found on the G-string of the
cello, in the fourth (or neck) position area between E-F#. How this acoustic anomaly received its
name is unclear, since “howling” is not among the sounds I have ever heard a wolf tone produce.
6
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Example 4.3 Samuel Barber Sonata for Cello and Piano, Op. 6, First movement, mm. 4249. Copyright © 1936 (Renewed) by G. Schirmer, Inc. Used by Permission.

In the development section, several different musical and technical challenges are
presented, including quick changes in dynamics, increased chromaticism, and abrupt
changes in register. Varying amounts of bow are needed to make the dynamic shapes in
mm. 72-77 (Ex. 4.4), more bow being used to make the swells. The large interval
between mm. 77-78, if played on the A-string of cello, covers more than half the
fingerboard; given the marked crescendo between the A# and the high D, it makes sense
to connect those pitches as much as possible. At the same time, given the flow of the
music at this point, it is undesirable to take additional time in order to execute the shift.
With that in mind, the cellist should keep the left hand as relaxed as possible, given the
D-A# extension, and initiate the shift in the arm early enough to reach the high note
smoothly and in time. If the player crosses over to the D-string to play the A#, less space
will be covered in the following shift, but connecting the notes musically will become
more difficult.
In m. 76, the gestures in the cello part have tenuto lines over each note. While a
smooth legato is valuable throughout the sonata, this spot requires portamento in the bow
arm to “pronounce” each note. Additionally, the eighth rests are expressive, and need to
be clear, either by releasing and quickly dampening the sound, or lifting the bow.
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The awkward shift in mm. 86-87 results from the exchange of material between
cello and piano. The singing line heard in the piano from mm. 82-86 is taken over by the
cello up a whole step beginning in m. 87, while the syncopated material goes to the
piano. Considering this, as well as Barber’s comma/breath indication, the cellist has to
effectively finish the gesture with the 16th-notes in m. 86, then make a quick shift
without connection to begin a new phrase on the high C#. While learning this passage,
mm. 86 and 87 should be practiced separately from each other so that the gestures are
clear. The shift from the B#-C# over the barline should also be practiced under a slur so
that the left hand moves naturally—the high C# should sound unstrained.
Incidentally, the B# sixteenth note at the end of m. 86 is a common “wrong note,”
frequently being played as a B-natural instead. Recordings exist with both notes being
played—including the original performance by Orlando Cole. His comment on the matter
was, “I always played B-natural and Barber never said anything. I prefer the B-natural,
maybe because I am used to it. But there is a B-natural coming… on the third beat of
measure 87, and it seems to give it a little preparation.”7 Of course, it could also be
argued that the B# functions as a preparation/leading tone to the following C#, simply
displaced an octave. None the less, it would seem that Samuel Barber gave implicit
permission for the cellist to play either note.

Orlando Cole, interview with Igor Scedrov, Philadelphia, PA, June 8, 1992. In “The
Reciprocal Relationship Between the Composer and the Performer in Selected Works For the
Cello by Samuel Barber, Elliot Carter and Charles Wuorinen.” D.M.A. Dissertation, Temple
University, 1994: 13.
7
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Example 4.4 Samuel Barber Sonata for Cello and Piano, Op. 6, First movement, mm. 7291. Copyright © 1936 (Renewed) by G. Schirmer, Inc. Used by Permission.

As discussed in Chapter 3, Barber disguises the point of recapitulation in the first
movement by augmenting the rhythmic values of the theme (which can be seen in Ex.
4.5, mm. 92-98, a low pickup C preceding the excerpt). This mysterious passage gives
way to a more literal return with an intense character. If the cellist is acquainted with
Ernest Bloch’s great “Hebrew Rhapsody,” Schelomo, the large shift in m. 103 (as seen in
Ex. 4.5: C to Eb a tenth higher) will seem familiar. This shift should not be executed too
quickly: the cellist needs to feel the expressive, vocal distance of this interval, as well as
the surprise of it being a fifth higher than the C-Ab interval in the opening of the piece.
Musically, this is a very passionate moment; in order to execute it accurately from the
physical point of view, the shift needs to be practiced consistently, remembering basic
principles of the motion. Given the distance involved, it is all the more important for the
whole arm, not the wrist and fingers, to initiate the shift. Additionally, it is important for
both of the positions (departing and arriving) to be established in the left hand, i.e. the
orientation of the non-playing fingers to their respective notes.
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Given the large, expressive shift in the preceding bar, it might be advisable not to
shift again on the triplet B octave interval in m. 104. Although Barber writes
“largamente” under the bar, the direction of the phrase leads toward the downbeat of m.
105, which would make it counterproductive to take extra time before that point. The best
solution might be to use the thumb: after shifting 2-2 from the C to the B in m. 104, the
hand should already be framed in thumb position, which would have the thumb above C
on the D-string. From this position, the thumb can extend back a half-step to the B,
enabling a more rhythmic execution of the interval than could be achieved by shifting.
Additionally, the thumb can return to its normal placement in m. 105, enabling a clean
thumb-3 fingering for the three G-C intervals that follow. The piano trills during this
mini-cadenza for the cello, giving the cellist time to express the rhythm freely. Most
cellists begin the pattern slowly and make an accelerando through m. 105. As it is, a
natural sense of accelerando is created by the indicated rhythm (quarter notes moving
into to eighths).

Example 4.5 Samuel Barber Sonata for Cello and Piano, Op. 6, First movement, mm. 92108. Copyright © 1936 (Renewed) by G. Schirmer, Inc. Used by Permission.
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Transitioning into the next section, the cello plays a fleet downward run (see Ex.
4.5, m. 105). While the cellist could stay in thumb position, crossing strings for the first
half of this run (which could potentially create a greater sense of velocity), it will
probably be easier for most cellists to shift back on the A-string, enabling the rest of the
passage to be played in first position. To achieve clarity and avoid compressing notes, it
can be helpful to practice the scale with separate bows while making the accelerando.
Since the pianist has to time an eighth-note pickup into m. 106, playing the notes of the
scale clearly will help achieve good ensemble (i.e. the pianist can anticipate when to
play). With that said, I have heard more than one performance in which the pianist waits
a certain amount of time, then plays the pickups into m. 106 whether the cellist is there or
not. Should that happen: get to the F# as quickly as possible and keep going!
In m. 106, the cellist needs to travel back to the frog quickly to clearly articulate
the sixteenth note pickups (up/down on the sixteenth/slurred notes is recommended).
Since the piano plays triplet eighth notes during these bars, it is important to play the
sixteenth-note pickups in time—or practically speaking, as late as possible. That being
the case, the cellist will probably do best to play the sixteenth-note E in m. 107 on the Dstring. Lastly, care must be taken to count the rests carefully, particularly so as not to
enter early in m. 107.
Second Movement: Adagio – Presto – di nuovo Adagio
Following a short but beautiful Adagio, the Presto section of the second
movement (see Ex. 4.6) presents for the cellist some of the most challenging maneuvers
in the piece. Executing the spiccato eighth notes clearly and evenly is not to be taken for
granted, but it is the alternation between the eighths and the tricky quarter-note triplets
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that particularly increases the difficulty.8 The most helpful approach I have found for this
passage is to study the score and practice singing or counting the rhythm with a
metronome—away from the instrument. For many cellists, attempting to play it right
away will be a sure way to ingrain undesirable physical habits and/or an approximation of
what’s written.

Example 4.6 Samuel Barber Sonata for Cello and Piano, Op. 6, Second movement, mm.
11-22. Copyright © 1936 (Renewed) by G. Schirmer, Inc. Used by Permission.

Examining the cross-rhythms, the relationship between mm. 10 and 11 is an
overall ratio of four to three. This is difficult to measure, and most musicians will find
8

Technically, the rhythm consists of triplet quarter notes within a triplet over the whole
bar—but saying things like that will usually induce an eyes-glazed-over expression in one’s
audience. While technically known as a nested triplet, perhaps the most fitting term I’ve thought
of for this rhythm might be “trip-triplet.”
As mentioned in Chapter 3, Barber initially wrote the Presto section in 12/4 time,
yielding fast quarter notes. The published version is easier to read in performance. See Heyman,
Barber, 112-13, 116-17.
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that viewing it as two against three is easier, i.e. instead of thinking that the dotted quarter
= 160, set the metronome to 80 and feel the beat as a dotted half. In this way the three
“big beats” of bar 11 can be felt more evenly, the next step being to practice counting
duple and triple subdivisions within those beats. This is a practical approach, since with
the metronome on 80, the entire passage can be counted or played through.
Another practice tool is to derive a separate metronome setting for m. 11. Since
the ratio is four to three, and 160 is the setting for the four beat 12/8 pattern, one can set
the metronome on 120 and practice m. 11 independently (dotted half gets the beat). It
could drive a person crazy to practice the whole passage this way, but it can be
informative in determining whether the rhythm of the triplet bar is being accurately
performed (of course, this could be applied to the other triplet bars as well). In the end, it
is worth noting that a composer who writes such a rhythm usually has some inkling of the
sweat that might go into performing it correctly! Even a “perfect” realization of these
bars will give an overall effect of off-balanced playfulness. Thus, while a good faith
effort is warranted to “make it happen,” perhaps the most important thing is to arrive at
the next downbeat on time.
Beyond the rhythm, the bow stroke and distribution are also worth some
discussion. Barber writes “p spicatto” underneath the eighths in m. 10, and “pp sempre
staccato” in m. 15, which is notable since those terms are not necessarily synonymous.
Spicatto typically refers to an off-the-string stroke (the extent of which can greatly vary
depending on the speed of the stroke), while staccato simply implies separation between
notes, usually in the context of playing on the string. Given that a spicatto stroke is
produced differently on the cello’s thick C-string than the thinner upper strings, it seems
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likely that Barber understood that the low notes would be played somewhat more on the
string, and in writing “pp sempre staccato” wanted to be clear that the cellist should play
lightly with good articulation, without any superficial, scratchy sounds. This means the
cellist will need to be intentional about making a clear beginning of each note; the fingers
of the bow hand will need to be very active in “grabbing” the string.
As for the spicatto stroke in general, it is important to find the right balance of
wrist/finger motion and weight in the string. While the prescribed tempo is quick in a
general sense, for the purposes of an off-the-string stroke, it is moderate.9 Flexibility in
the hand is needed to achieve the light, playful character in the music, but too much will
result in a loss of evenness and control. Since this stroke is performed at or near the
balance point of the bow, one should avoid using too much bow in the quarter-note triplet
measures, so as to remain in the best position.
As seen in the next excerpt (Ex. 4.7), the cello plays a second theme with tied
eighth notes which can present a further rhythmic challenge. After the complex rhythms
of the preceding passage, these eighth-note syncopations might not seem too difficult, but
the cellist needs to make careful subdivision in counting, both to enter in time after the
eighth rest in m. 24, and to come off the tied notes accurately. In general, a helpful
approach with tied notes such as these is not to sustain the sound for the full value—
which can easily lead to being late for the following notes—but to release the sound
In several of his “Cello Talk” videos, former Emerson Quartet cellist David Finckel
alludes to Kurt Sassmanhaus’ pedagogy in differentiating between a controlled spicatto (defined
as a controlled bouncing stroke with a firm grip in the hand) and a sautillé (a comparatively
uncontrolled quasi-bouncing stroke with loose wrist and fingers). He demonstrates a spicatto
stroke at speeds up to sixteenth notes in a quarter = 140 tempo, and a “slow” sautillé as slow as
quarter = 120. Thus, according to Finckel’s idea, this passage could potentially be played either
way. Finckel’s videos are available in several places online, including YouTube and his personal
blog: http://artistled.wordpress.com/2009/10/31/cello-talk-43-overlapping-spiccato-and-sautille/
[accessed 28 March 28 2014].
9
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slightly early to prepare what comes next. In this case, it will be helpful to release the
sound (i.e. bow pressure) on the beat while feeling a strong rhythmic impulse. The bow
itself should not stop however, since this could create abrupt pauses in the line. The
fingerings in the part are presumably from Orlando Cole, and I do not have a better
suggestion—alternative fingerings might achieve fewer extensions, but would involve
more frequent string crossings, which are nice to avoid when possible in a quick tempo.

Example 4.7 Samuel Barber Sonata for Cello and Piano, Op. 6, Second movement, mm.
24-26. Copyright © 1936 (Renewed) by G. Schirmer, Inc. Used by Permission.

After the spiccato section, the cello has an opportunity to soar with quarter-note
triplets that prepare a climax in m. 42 (Ex. 4.8). These notes can easily sound too heavy,
especially if any tension is carried over from the preceding passage. It will be helpful to
breathe and release tension at the start of this passage and use lots of bow, making sure to
play only forte so that there is room to shape the marked crescendo in mm. 39-41. The
chord in m. 42 is placed in a somewhat awkward position on the cello, but at such a brisk
tempo needs to be broken quickly so as not to interrupt the line. To that end, it might be
helpful to practice mm. 41-42 playing only the top Bb of the chord, then adding the rest
of the notes without causing too much delay. While the last quarter-note A before m. 42
should not sound clipped, the cellist may need to think about leaving that note slightly
early to prepare the chord.
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Example 4.8 Samuel Barber Sonata for Cello and Piano, Op. 6, Second movement, mm.
36-42. Copyright © 1936 (Renewed) by G. Schirmer, Inc. Used by Permission.

Third Movement: Allegro appassionato
The opening of the third movement of the sonata (Ex. 4.9) is difficult in that it is a
single lengthy phrase containing chromatic intervals and quick string crossings in
different parts of the bow. It is necessary to play with a well-sustained sound to express
the fortissimo “appassionato” quality and to avoid interrupting the line, while at the same
time using a quick enough bow speed to achieve musical flow. In mm. 15-17, the long
notes require a sustained, energetic sound, while the following eighth notes need to be
even—it is easy to allow the long note to decay, then compress the eighths. While there is
a musical value in giving the eighth-notes “direction” to what follows, they should be
clear none the less.
The crescendo in mm. 19-21 requires some planning to execute well. Since the
phrase begins fortissimo, rather than playing full volume the whole way, it might be
helpful to drop very slightly in dynamic when beginning the crescendo in order to give
room to grow. The eighth notes again present a challenge in these measures, since to
achieve the crescendo will require using increasing amounts of bow. A clear detaché with
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the forearm is probably the best way to go about doing this, which can only happen if the
arm is loose. That relates to a final difficulty in this passage, which is avoiding playing
with unneccessary tension. It will be important to find places to intentionally release
shoulders, arms and thumbs during this long and intense phrase.

Example 4.9 Samuel Barber Sonata for Cello and Piano, Op. 6, Third movement, mm. 122. Copyright © 1936 (Renewed) by G. Schirmer, Inc. Used by Permission.

In the passage that begins the development section (see. Ex. 4.10), Barber
transforms the opening appassionato theme into a fleet poco scherzando. The challenge
for the cellist is to play precisely and to show the contour of the line within the indicated
character. The scherzando marking suggests a light and clear articulation, requiring
clarity at the beginnings of notes and release in the sound. Additionally, a steady pulse is
essential and needs to be maintained regardless of the string crossings and alternating
quarter and eighth-note rhythms. While these eighth notes are very different in character
and articulation than those in the previous excerpt, it is similarly difficult to maintain
their rhythmic integrity. Practicing the entire passage with bowed eighth-notes (doubling
the quarters) can encourage rhythmic evenness when playing the passage as written.
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Example 4.10 Samuel Barber Sonata for Cello and Piano, Op. 6, Third movement, mm.
48-52. Copyright © 1936 (Renewed) by G. Schirmer, Inc. Used by Permission.

Coinciding with the recapitulation, the climax of the third movement features the
highest tessitura for the cello in this piece, and calls for an intense, expressive sound (see
Ex. 4.11). Like many of the previously discussed excerpts, this long and intense phrase
presents an excellent opportunity to enjoy the sound of the cello. As the line ascends, the
cellist needs to be able to increase the volume and intensity of sound without forcing or
scratching. Balance in the left hand will be especially helpful here in mm. 93-94: while
the 3-2-1 fingering in the part is probably ideal for connecting the notes in a vocal way, it
requires fluidity in the left hand, changing the point of balance quickly from finger to
finger so that the vibrato is uninterrupted and the pitch centered. For a cellist with smaller
hands, this may not be possible, and an alternative fingering would be 3-1 between G-E
and 1-3 on C#-E. Using this fingering, for purposes of clarity it will probably be desirable
to shift before the note change, or on the “old” bow.10

In terms of shifting, it is common among string players to refer to shifting on the “old”
or “new” bow. Shifting on the old bow means changing the left hand position before the bow
change initiating the next note—this is desirable for greater clarity. Shifting on the “new” bow
means changing the left hand position after the bow change, creating an audible slide.
10
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Example 4.11 Samuel Barber Sonata for Cello and Piano, Op. 6, Third movement, mm.
89-98. Copyright © 1936 (Renewed) by G. Schirmer, Inc. Used by Permission.

In the recapitulation of the second thematic area of the third movement, the cello
part features a passage with rhythmic complexity and quick changes of register (see Ex.
4.12). A high E in m. 115 moves downward into a heavily syncopated pattern in the
following bar. The syncopation is particularly difficult since it occurs within a four
against three cross-rhythm. The Meno mosso change in tempo makes the passage more
feasible, but it is still difficult to perform. The cellist needs to be aware of the repeated
chords in the piano part, so as to place the syncopated notes accurately. The ritenuto
marking gives the performers some freedom to stretch the tempo as needed before the a
tempo in m. 117, and it is common for this passage to begin quite a bit slower than the
indicated metronome marking.

Example 4.12 Samuel Barber Sonata for Cello and Piano, Op. 6, Third movement, mm.
115-26. Copyright © 1936 (Renewed) by G. Schirmer, Inc. Used by Permission.
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A final excerpt for consideration comes from the concluding coda. Following a
quote of the second theme of the movement, the eighth notes in mm. 152-53 go by
quickly, and precision in the bow is difficult to attain (Ex. 4.13). The articulation changes
rapidly in mm. 151-52, from the forte risoluto dotted half notes into the eighths that
require being in the right place in the bow for clean execution, all while making a
decrescendo. It will be helpful to keep the right hand loose and flexible in these bars,
lessening the arm weight to decrease the volume, but keeping very active fingers to keep
the bow close to the string on the dotted eighth notes. Given the context, these eighths are
quite different from the dotted eighth notes in the Presto section of the second
movement—i.e. heavier, and more in the string. It is easy to use too much bow on the
tied C’s in mm. 152-53, but using less enables cleaner articulation for the following
notes.

Example 4.13 Samuel Barber Sonata for Cello and Piano, Third movement, mm. 150-57.
Copyright © 1936 (Renewed) by G. Schirmer, Inc. Used by Permission.

Balance And Ensemble Issues
Having looked at technical issues for the cellist in a number of passages, it will
also be helpful to make some observations in terms of overall balance and ensemble
between the two parts. In general, the piece evidences awareness of the subject of
balance, as Barber typically avoids densely voiced chords, achieving instead a moderate
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blend of sound which creates an easier dynamic balance with the cello. This is not to say
that the piece is without passages where balance is challenging, but they are certainly
fewer than in many of the standard 19th-century sonatas for cello and piano, such as
those by Brahms, Chopin or Grieg, in which thick piano writing requires constant
vigilance and great sensitivity from the modern pianist to avoid overwhelming the cellist.
While it would be untrue to say that those composers did not understand balance—since
to some extent the piano projected less during that time—it remains that on today’s
piano, those parts tend towards a massive sound. By comparison, in the Barber sonata,
the pianist can play somewhat more freely while achieving a good blend. Of course, this
does not mean that the part is easy—quite the opposite: it is virtuosic at times in some of
the runs and repeated-note passages, but not at the expense of the collaboration.
In many places Barber’s emphasis on counterpoint helps with the balance issue,
as the instruments respond to one another rather than “competing” with unison lines or
homophonic accompaniments. An example of this could be taken from the opening of the
piece (Ex. 4.1), in which the cello and piano alternate movement in what is essentially a
single flow of eighth notes. The cello’s arrival at the top of the phrase is “uncontested” so
to speak, and the piano part echoes the statement. For good measure, Barber indicates the
pianist to play pianissimo at the beginning, with the cello only piano. Consider also the
buildup to the recapitulation in the third movement, especially the “un poco ritenuto”
passage (mm. 81-82, 89-94), when a thicker voicing in the piano could create difficulty,
but the contrasting rhythmic motion of the parts makes for a clear enough result. In
varying ways, this avoidance of unison motion is common through the piece.
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Another aspect that supports good balance in this piece is Barber’s use of
changing textures. Simply looking at the first two pages (see Figures 3.1 and 3.2) one
notes several visibly different types of rhythm and attack. This variety creates continual
interest for the performers (and the audience), who are responding to quick changes—i.e.
there is no occasion to “settle” into one mode of articulation. Recognizing the power of
the piano, Barber creates moments which give the piano opportunity to emerge, but these
often occur either when the cello is not playing (i.e. transition points) or after a
climactic/accented note in the cello (first movement m. 21, or third movement m. 95). On
the other hand, he is not above giving single-line parts to one or both hands of the pianist,
creating textures in which the moving parts can readily be discerned from the audience
standpoint. Lastly, consider the development sections in the outer movements: when
many composers (especially considering the previously mentioned 19th-century writers)
would typically write with fuller textures as a result of increased dissonance and
chromaticism, Barber actually does the opposite. The first-movement development uses
simple repeated notes (mm. 67-75) and a leaner type of motivic exploration (mm. 82-91)
than one might expect, while the third movement development uses light articulation and
dynamics (mm. 48-88), only returning to a full texture at the point of recapitulation (mm.
95). These techniques make for a piece that can be successful in performance, while
supporting the idea put forth in chapter 3, that while Barber’s sonata finds points of
influence in 19th-century models, it does not lack freshness or a unique expression of its
own.
Although I have made several observations about Barber’s successful sense of
proportion between the instruments, it is obvious that the musicians cannot simply forget
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about the matter. In any pairing of cello and piano—instruments with very different
levels of projection—there will be passages where the cellist needs to work towards
maximal projection, and the pianist towards lightness of touch. A chief example of this
would be in the opening appassionato material of the third movement, when too much
use of the pedal or heaviness in the arpeggiated eighth notes could be problematic.
Likewise in the smooth “tranquillo” theme in the first movement, the repeated triplet
chords in the piano should be played sensitively to yield a supportive block of sound for
the theme.
General Musical And Interpretive Considerations For The Cellist
Barber’s Vocal Style and Historical Recordings
One of the most important things for the cellist to remember when preparing and
playing Barber’s sonata is that the composer was a singer as well, and shows that lyric
effect in the cello sonata. For anyone interested playing Barber’s music, the opportunity
to hear Barber’s 1937 recording of Dover Beach should not be missed, as the composer’s
singing voice gives insight into his sense of emotion and expressiveness.11 One can hear
in the recording the composer’s lovely baritone voice, able to express passages of wistful
reflection as well as passionate intensity. Like many singers of his time, Barber’s voice
has in general a narrow and fast vibrato12 which varies in width and speed according to
the mood of the music—particularly in climactic moments, when the oscillations are
wider, heightening the dramatic force. Barber does not shy away from expressive slides,

“Samuel Barber: Historic Recordings 1935-1960,” West Hill Radio Archives ASIN:
B004YNRHBO, released July 5, 1010. Also currently available online at:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SjPtPmshqIA
11

12

This could also be said of many great string players of that era, such as Jascha Heifetz,
Emannuel Feuermann, and William Primrose, to name just a few.
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connecting notes with a smooth legato. These characteristics are certainly pertinent to the
cellist today in forming an interpretation of the cello sonata.
Since the 20th-century cello repertoire features many pieces that explore the wide
variety of sounds and effects the cello can produce, it is worth remembering that Barber’s
sonata, as Orlando Cole described it, “is very cellistic, very singing… It takes advantage
of the best qualities of the instrument.”13 This singing style is certainly to be pursued
when performing the cello sonata; accordingly, being aware of the style of singing and
string playing from Barber’s time only makes sense. Many, but not all, string players
already approach their instruments with vocal aspects in mind,14 but many also are
unaware of performers from the past and the available recordings of their
singing/playing. For music written in the decades prior to Barber’s sonata, there are few
recordings, and those that exist are poor in sound quality. Such music might be subject to
greater interest in terms of performance practice per se, since it is unclear what was done.
In that absence, research and informed conjecture remain to inform the performer. In
Barber’s time—specifically, the 1930’s onward—recording quality, while certainly not
so clear as today, exists as a viable resource, which can be investigated by current
performers. Modern views on the performances found in such recordings range from
reverence and nostalgia for the past as such, to a sort of stylistic dismissal, concluding

13

Heyman, Barber, 110.

Lynn Harrell is an example of a cellist who views the instrument as way to “sing” with
versatility and expanded range. His playing consciously imitates aspects of the trained singer’s
voice, leading to comparatively unorthodox ways of playing—i.e. use of slides, finger
substitutions, and varying shapes of vibrato from one note to the next. While difficult to find, I
have seen a video of a presentation he gave at the Aspen Music Festival some years ago, entitled
“Songs My Father Taught Me,” in which he explores the vocal aspects of the cello, and even
plays along with recordings of his father’s singing (the late Mack Harrell, an operatic singer).
14
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simply that string playing has changed since that time (perhaps along these lines one
might say, “one doesn’t wear a suit to go out in public anymore!”). Performance practice
for string players is not today what it was in the 1930’s, and while I do not suggest that
Barber’s sonata must be played in an older style, I do believe awareness of it will yield a
richer understanding of the piece and a more effective performance. In the following
paragraphs, I will explore a few specific vocal aspects, both current and old, which will
benefit performers when playing the Barber sonata; namely, these include tone and
vibrato, connection of notes, and breathing in phrases.

A Vocal Approach to Playing Barber
Barber’s sonata creates many opportunities for the cellist to play with an
expressive sound, which is determined by the player’s musical imagination as well as
physical technique: the tone produced with the bow, and the color added with vibrato in
the left hand. Whether the cellist has any acquaintance with vocal technique, it can be
greatly beneficial in practice to sing passages of the cello part, observe what naturally
happens in the voice, and imitate with the cello.15 In general, it is often the case that by
singing a passage of music, a musician can discover a personal feeling about or approach
to the music, which can result in a unique, truly artistic way of playing. One hears that
quality in great performances, live and recorded, and while it is not uniformly the case,
15

Of course, there could be benefit to doing this with nearly any piece of music, and my
primary string teachers have emphasized it; however, it merits specific discussion here because it
is so clearly the composer’s approach in this piece. Ironically, as I have learned in my limited
studies as a voice minor, inter-disciplinary teaching references are also a common tool for voice
teachers, who may well tell their students to “imagine a string player’s bow moving smoothly
across the string” (I had two different voice teachers tell me to imagine a cello, only then to
remember that I already play the cello). With amusement, I imagine that a perfect legato might be
found in the mysterious space between the two disciplines.
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most musicians can learn from and already communicate quite a lot about their sense of
music in the way they sing. The untrained singer may not produce much vibrato, but the
intensity of sound in the voice will naturally increase when the pitch rises or the volume
increases. Many string players practice to achieve a basic, even tone with the bow, a
“blank slate” from which to build. Of course, in shaping musical phrases, there is a
virtually boundless subtlety that can be explored in the use of the bow. Changing depths
of tone (pressure and release in the bow) are essential in expressive playing, and singing
can reveal what notes ought to receive more or less emphasis. Throughout Barber’s
sonata, there are many expressive appoggiaturas, which a singer would naturally
emphasize, relaxing the sound upon resolution; intentional use of the bow can accomplish
similar results.
A consistent speed and width of vibrato is also something which string players
practice, and in musical context seek to freely vary. An example of changing vibrato in
this piece could be taken—again—from its opening. The ominous opening gesture might
be expressed with a medium speed and width of vibrato which increases in speed and
decreases in width as the phrase builds. At the climactic C-Ab interval, the speed
marginally decreases, while the width is expanded, creating a sense of intensity and
arrival.16 This sort of thing is difficult to express in writing, but at the very least, the point
is that a single-setting, unvarying vibrato will not express the vocal character of Barber’s
writing.

While it would undermine my point—for each cellist to “sing” with his or her own
voice—to over-analyze this, for purposes of demonstration, in my own singing/playing, I have
considered the “medium” speed to be around sixteenth note oscillations with the metronome on
85, increasing to 100 during the phrase, then slowing to 90 on the high Ab, with greater width.
16
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An additional challenge to cello playing that arises from considering the vocal
approach is to make the truest legato possible, connecting notes in a thoughtful way.
Barber’s singing on the Dover Beach recording shows this sense of line, and it comes as
no surprise that he carried great enthusiasm for the highly lyrical French language
(eventually he felt confident enough with the language to set French texts by Rilke, his
Mélodies passagères, Op. 27). While many cellists as a matter of practice frequently
employ various amounts of portato—changing speeds of bow—from one note to the next,
a singing approach to the phrasing in this piece will involve a very smooth use of bow,
and a subtle change between down and up-bow.17 I can think of no better example for this
than the outer sections of the second movement, which can be seen in Example 4.14.

Example 4.14 Samuel Barber Sonata for Cello and Piano, Op. 6, Second movement, mm.
1-9. Copyright © 1936 (Renewed) by G. Schirmer, Inc. Used by Permission.

In order to realize this concept of legato singing, each bowstroke needs to be a
continuous and steady motion in the right arm rather than pulsing with any of the notes
articulated in the left hand. One way to practice this is to play the phrases without the left
17

I do not mean to insinuate that portato is a bad thing. Indeed, it can enhance clarity in
note changes, and mask shifts that are not desirable to hear (which could potentially help the
vocalism of one’s playing). However, its use can easily become habitual. In order to most
accurately imitate the continuous air flow a good singer is able to sustain through a phrase, the
bow cannot “pulse” with note changes, but needs to draw the string in a similarly resonant way.
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hand, drawing the bow on the appropriate open string for the written durations. The note
changes can be imagined or sung by the player (this can also test the coordination and
aural skills of the player!). When the bow is moving continuously, the left hand is
challenged in a new way to articulate note changes and shifts smoothly. Thinking about
transfer of weight from one finger to the next becomes very important in this context,
when a “typewriter” effect is to be avoided. Playing in this way can create slides when
changing positions in the left hand, and this is not necessarily to be avoided. Not only can
it be done tastefully with smooth, quick shifting, but again, artistic slides were frequent in
Barber’s time. This does not mean that it is necessary to use slides whenever possible,
since singers also train to move crisply from one note to the next, not to mention that the
expressiveness of slides is lessened when overused. The point is rather that from a vocal
perspective, change in pitch is something that is felt in the body. While a cellist can
potentially place a finger anywhere on the fingerboard and make a sound, to imitate the
voice those changes will involve preparation and a sense of distance. Large shifts should
not be felt as “easy” in the sense that a cellist could simply place a finger anywhere on
the fingerboard and make a sound.18
Related to this aspect of line is the matter of phrasing, particularly as it relates to
breathing. String players often have a more ambiguous sense of phrasing than singers and
wind players due to not having to breathe to produce sound.19 Considering the second
movement opening (Ex. 4.14 above), there are clearly delineated phrases of three, four,
and three bars in length. These would be difficult but possible for a trained singer to
18

For specific examples in this piece, consider Examples 4.1, 4.3, and 4.4.

19

Of course, even string players have to breathe to stay alive. None the less, less
advanced, tension-filled players sometimes test their physical limits in this regard! Unofficial
Guinness World Records for “longest time to hold one’s breath” surely belong to some of these.
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perform with one breath per phrase. For less trained singers—such as this writer!—
singing these phrases at the indicated tempo requires additional small intervening breaths,
but with larger restorative breaths reserved for the more significant architectural points.
For the cellist, physically breathing is not necessary to make sound, but can help to
convey the phrase structure clearly. From a technical standpoint, this might involve
lifting the bow for a rest and exhaling when beginning the next note/phrase (i.e. between
mm. 6 and 7 above). When a new phrase begins without a literal rest (i.e. mm. 3-4), the
player can still breathe physically, but will not stop the sound by lifting the bow, instead
lessening the bow pressure to taper the ending phrase, then allowing the bow to dip into
the string slightly more deeply on the inital note of the next one. This manner of
indicating phrases is easily recognized in the above example, and the majority of phrases
in Barber’s sonata can be conceived in similar terms. The matter of breathing and tempo
relates to the final subject I will address in this chapter.

Tempo
Many of Barber’s pieces have a sense of freshness and rhythmic flow, a
characteristic of pieces such as the School for Scandal overture, Knoxville: Summer of
1915, the Violin Concerto, and—in my opinion—the cello sonata. Not a rigid, march-like
quality or the “motor rhythm” of some pieces by Prokofiev and Shostakovich, it is rather
a “wind in the hair” feeling. Although Barber was likely influenced by Sibelius in the
beginning of his career, including the cello sonata, the sonata rarely remains in the
overcast, grey sound world of the Finnish composer—just beyond its somewhat ominous
opening lies a comforting, lyrical theme in Ab-major (Ex. 4.3). The music is never static,
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hardly ever rooted in a particular moment, but has someplace to go. Even beyond the
example of the sonata, there is some reason to believe that this trait was passed on in
some part from his composition teacher, Scalero. Barbara Heyman has written that,
according to Menotti, “Scalero gave a great deal of importance to the theory that music
must “breathe”—the arsis and thesis—“lift your foot and put it down; that is the way
music will flow… Don’t just breathe in, breathe out.”20 It seems to me that this quality is
evident in the sonata.
Nevertheless, whatever the reason may be, most of the available recordings of the
cello sonata feature slower tempos than Barber’s indicated markings—especially in the
outer movements. This tendency characterizes both new and old recordings. While many
older recordings of standard repertoire (for instance, recordings by Heifetz or Feuermann)
feature quicker tempos than modern versions, the oldest recordings of the Barber cello
sonata—those by Orlando Cole and Gregor Piatigorsky21—feature tempos not much
different from modern interpretations. In general, cellists often play the opening material
of the first movement substantially slower than the marking Barber indicated (quarter =
100) —the beginning in particular often being given rhapsodic treatment, with the “poco
rit.” marking turning into more of an allargando. In the second movement, the slow outer
sections are also subject to expansive readings, sometimes feeling more in eight than
four. The second movement presto understandably seems to engender more consistent
readings, but again in the third movement, many cellists play under the marked tempo
20

Heyman, Barber, 36.

Orlando Cole and Vladimir Sokoloff’s recording can be found on the “Samuel Barber:
Historic Recordings 1935-1960” collection, West Hill Radio Archives ASIN: B004YNRHBO,
released July 5, 1010. Gregor Piatigorsky and Ralph Berkowitz’s recording seems only to be
available on LP, from RCA Victor. However, is is currently available on YouTube:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NyVrlin8Mtg.
21
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(dotted half = 80). Many of these performances, in my opinion, would benefit by closer
adherence to the composer’s markings, the brisker tempos giving a little more life and
flow to the music. At the same time, it might seem a bit pedantic to play the part of the
“metronome police,” since many different tempos can result in an effective performance,
not to mention that “metronomic” is almost never considered a compliment among
musicians. Still, the performers’ sense of tempo in this piece seems to me a matter that
bears some thought.
While metronome markings are standard for instrumentalists, they may be less so
for singers.22 Tempo and phrasing for a singer are necessarily more subjective due to the
physical limitations of breath support. While some instrumentalists may glibly hold on to
the “singer stereotype” as people who are in love with the sound of their voice and lack
any sense of rhythm, it could also be said that singers are not likely to “drag” with a lazy
pulse the way string players can, since in doing so they will risk their own demise!—that
is to say, running out of breath, an embarrassing mistake for any singer. On the other
hand, it can be easy for cellists to lag behind in various scenarios (whether playing with
piano, string chamber groups, orchestra) due to the comparative thickness of their strings,
and the difficulty of producing a quick attack relative to other instruments. In conceiving
this piece, and much of his music, with a sense of contrapuntal and vocal flow, Barber
may have chosen slightly faster tempos than many cellists seem to like. Barber indicates
rapid tempos in many of his pieces, from the brisk finale of the Violin Concerto, the first
two movements of his piano sonata, the Toccata Festiva, and many others. In those
pieces, the element of virtuosity is such that without a fast tempo, much of the effect of
22

Of course, Barber was first a composer, and a singer afterwards, but he considered a
career singing within a few years prior to writing the cello sonata. In the 1930’s and throughout
his career he remained inclined towards vocal qualities. See Heyman, Barber, 102-9.
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the performance would be obviously lost. In the cello sonata however, the virtuosic
aspect is less, and the common tendency seems to be to play it in a quite rhapsodic
manner. The cellist of the sonata’s premiere, Orlando Cole, acknowledged that “there is a
lot of liberty” in his recording, then used the same word that occurred to me about other
performances: “the music has a rather rhapsodic feeling and is very romantic.”23 Despite
this description, Cole’s recording (with Vladimir Sokoloff) is still quicker in each
movement than most of the major recordings. Cole was certainly not the only cellist to
play the piece; after hearing Felix Salmond (a renowned English cellist who premiered
the Elgar concerto) perform his sonata, Barber wrote to a friend, “It sounds like a
different work… I had forgotten I wanted it to sound that way—dramatic. And he plays
with fire.”24 Sadly, there is no recording of Salmond’s performance, and what Barber
heard in it remains unknown. Barber’s description does not necessarily indicate that
Salmond used faster tempos, but at least it shows that even at that time the piece received
quite different types of performances.
As alluded to before, the Barber cello sonata was written just long enough ago to
be somewhat, but not completely removed from the performance practice and
understanding of today. As Barber died just over thirty years ago, there are still many
alive who knew him personally, and are able to share knowledge and anecdotes about
him. In the matter of performance practice, this places a piece like the sonata in a “middle
ground” of sorts. With long-dead composers like Beethoven, few try to argue that they
know, or are in possession of the “definitive” rendition. Conversely, with a piece recently

Orlando Cole, interview with Scedrov. “A Study of the Reciprocal Relationship
Between the Composer and Performer,” 16-17.
23

24

Barber, letter to Behrend, August, 1935. Quoted in Heyman, Barber, 115.
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composed, the composer might be available to offer input. In most cases, the composers I
have witnessed in rehearsal are rather open to various interpretations, and even changes
to the parts—but that general awareness on its own may not change the “responsibility”
most performers otherwise feel to follow the notation and performance instructions the
composer has written. In the case of Barber’s sonata, it seems that even the composer
might have played the piece differently than the score indicates. In addition to the
previously mentioned note discrepancy (see Ex. 4.4), in his interview with Scedrov, Cole
describes the changes and liberties taken with the score while collaborating with Barber
at the piano. Coming from the performer who premiered the piece, the following
exchange (which I find to be rather humorous) is helpful and unhelpful at the same time.
Scedrov: Are the metronome markings in the score Barber’s own?
Cole: Yes. But I have never checked them.
Scedrov: Did he adhere to them?
Cole: I don’t know.25
Perhaps the moral of the story—not a new one, by any means—is that the
performer follows the score as he or she is able, and ultimately plays what seems to work
best. But it is in regard to that aspect of what works best that I will in conclusion address
some instances where I believe following the composer’s markings more closely would
make improvements in performance.
The closing theme from the first movement development is marked a tempo ma
piu tranquillo (Ex. 4.3). The addition of “tranquillo” to “a tempo” could be taken to
imply some relaxation in the tempo, but not a different tempo altogether, which is what I
have found in most performances (usually it is played around quarter = 70-75). On one
hand, it is certainly desirable to make a good contrast with this theme, and it is a beautiful
Orlando Cole, interview with Igor Scedrov. “The Reciprocal Relationship Between
Performer and Composer,” 16.
25
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melody whether slow or fast! On the other hand, it seems few cellists (on record) have
explored the potential of “flowing” more through the passage, relating it more organically
to the surrounding material. Often, a significant unmarked ritardando is made to set up
the slower tempo—although the following a tempo marking could be construed as either
a reminder not to slow, or else a return to the first tempo. It is possible that Barber both
played and intended a change in tempo during the transition. In terms of the theme that
follows, I believe that it can be informative and worthwhile to practice the melody
literally a tempo (quarter=100) until it sounds acceptable, then relax the tempo a bit, but
retaining a similar sense of forward motion. Throughout the piece, while a rushed or
hurried feeling is not desirable, it seems to me that a steady sense of motion and “going
somewhere” is. The composer wrote many beautiful moments, but also composed with a
clear formal structure in mind, which is worth remembering when interpreting the piece.
Of the three movements, it seems to me that the last is the most difficult to
perform convincingly. The sense of timing can be quite challenging, balancing the
contrasting sections, changing tempos, as well as the numerous ritards and allargandos.
Some performances seem to make so much of the individual changes that the overall
structure of the movement is made to seem more complex than it actually is. It seems
clear that Barber wanted a sense of freedom in his music, but not too much, since in the
two cadenza-like places in the piece—the cello part at m. 144 in the first movement, and
the piano part in mm. 36-43 and 128-35 of the third—he originally wrote either ad
libitum (in the first case) or without barlines (in the second), only later in the published
version notating both clearly with instructions to play a tempo!26 Perhaps he heard
Scedrov, “The Reciprocal Relationship Between Composer and Performer,” 13;
Heyman, Barber, 111-13.
26
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undesirable renditions, or simply worried about the possibility of over-indulgent
performers—it is probably impossible to know. In any case, considering these various
bits of information only helps to come to a better understanding of what the composer
might have been thinking, as well as the types of approach that might be most consistent
with the composer’s work as a whole.

To this point in the discussion, various aspects have been explored in order to
arrive at an informed performance of Barber’s Cello Sonata (and to some extent, his work
in general). These have included a description of the composer’s life, the formal structure
of the piece, and in this chapter, aspects pertaining to its performance. That Barber wrote
the piece during a period of time when many of his peers were searching for an American
national sound—something “outside of one’s self”—is the subject of the next and final
chapter.
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CHAPTER 5
BARBER’S SONATA AND NATIONALITY IN AMERICAN MUSIC
Barber’s Legacy As An American Composer
As an “American 20th-century cello piece,” Barber’s cello sonata is a significant
contribution to a relatively small repertory. By virtue of the adjectives “American” and
“20th-century,” the work fits into two potential niches in concert programming. In
regards to the latter term, Barber’s 1910-1981 lifespan places him well within the
established century limits—and if the audience for the event is conservative in their
musical taste, the lyricism and expressiveness of Barber’s sonata will make it a welcome
addition to the program, considering how those qualities were sometimes in short supply
amid 20th-century music. In regard to the former term, Barber is by definition an
“American,” being a citizen of the United States and a composer of music. While that
formula might be sufficient in so far as putting together a nice program, simply to leave
things there however, would be to overlook that during various points in his career,
Barber was criticized for his deficiencies in those areas—namely, that his music was oldfashioned, belonging more to the 19th-century, and also insufficiently “American” in a
time when most native composers were assiduously in pursuit of a unique national style.
In order to avoid taking terms for granted and to better understand the composer of the
Sonata for Cello and Piano, Op. 6, we will begin by considering the legacy of the man
who wrote it, and his place in American music.
Considering the current musical culture in America, particularly in regard to art
music, referring to a composer’s “legacy” is a potentially ambiguous thing to do. Once a
composer is dead, he may be forgotten; on the other hand, he may too quickly be
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associated with the dusty ranks of composers assumed to be great. Too often, instead of
simply listening and responding to a composer’s work, audiences are laden with
assumptions about the quality of the music being played. The average concert-goer today
(already a small subset of society) likely knows Samuel Barber’s name, but little of his
music. They will probably know that he wrote Adagio for Strings—as will many people
who are more interested in other musical styles—but beyond that may only know one or
two pieces more (probably the violin concerto, or perhaps Knoxville). Little recognition
was given in 2010 to the centennial of Barber’s birth1 compared to the numerous concerts
and recitals centered around the recent bicentennial celebrations of Verdi and Wagner
(born 1813), or the centennial of pieces like Stravinsky’s Rite of Spring, and Gustav
Holst’s The Planets (premiered in 1913)—much less those of Chopin or Schumann, who
were both born in 1810. Among musicians, knowledge of his works is selective: since
Barber wrote good works in many different genres, his work has reached many
performers, but is not often enough played to be generally recognized.2 Similarly, the
cello sonata is known to cellists and many pianists, but is not widely known to others.

Perhaps the best contribution to Barber’s centennial was Peter Dickinson’s compilation
of interviews, Samuel Barber Remembered (Rochester, NY: University of Rochester Press,
2010), an invaluable resource to Samuel Barber research. Two other notable contributions are an
online collection of articles pertaining to Barber by National Public Radio
(http://www.npr.org/artists/15219563/samuel-barber) and a recording of choral works released on
the Naxos label (“BARBER: Choral Music,” Naxos – American Classics Catalogue No:
8.559053).
1

2

An informal survey of my musical friends on social media proved interesting on this
point. Asked if they could name two pieces by Barber besides Adagio for Strings, I received
nearly seventy responses from other musicians involved in the orchestral and choral areas, as well
as a few conductors. Most responders were able to name two pieces, but the pieces named
gravitated strongly towards their particular area, and many were unaware that he had written so
many other works. Altogether, the responses accounted for a great variety of compositions that
are still being heard in various places.
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Beyond strictly musical considerations, while it has not been a major theme in
Barber research to date, it is none the less an aspect of the composer’s life that he was
one of a large number of gay American composers in the 20th-century. As Howard
Pollack has written, this group included most of the major American composers of the
century: “Charles Griffes, Henry Cowell, Harry Partch, Marc Blitzstein… Paul Bowles,
Gian Carlo Menotti, David Diamond, Ben Weber, John Cage, Lou Harrison, Ned Rorem,
Pauline Olivieros, William Flanagan, David Del Tredici, and John Corigliano.”3
Pollack’s article centers on Aaron Copland, the namesake for his article titled, “The Dean
of Gay American Composers,” and explores possible connections between the
composer’s creative work and his sexuality. In his biography of Virgil Thomson,
Composer on the Aisle, Anthony Tommasini freely discusses the composer’s
homosexuality, as well as his resolve not to make it public knowledge.4 Undoubtedly,
Barber faced similar pressures, living in an era with far more stereotype and stigma
towards homosexuality than the present day. The pianist John Browning has commented,
“[Barber] came, of course, from a period when it was not talked about very much, and he
always had the extraordinary ability to make the best possible friends so that he was
socially invulnerable—people like Mary Curtis Bok. I think people of that generation did
it that way. You made yourself socially so impeccable that nobody could say anything.”5

Howard Pollack, “The Dean of Gay American Composers,” American Music 18, no. 1
(spring 2000): 39. Among others, also openly identifying as gay are John Corigliano’s husband,
Mark Adamo, and the Curtis-based composer/teacher Jennifer Higdon.
3

4

Anthony Tommasini, Virgil Thomson: Composer on the Aisle (New York: Norton and
Co., 1997), particularly chapter 6, “I Didn’t Want to Be Queer,” pp. 64-74.
5

John Browning, interview with Peter Dickinson, New York City, May 13, 1981. In
Dickinson, Samuel Barber Remembered, 137.
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In her biography, Barbara Heyman—the primary Barber scholar today—makes only
occasional mention of the composer’s sexuality, and does not discuss it. Among some
other complaints (mostly related to her limited commentary on Barber’s personal life),
this garnered some criticism for her work, as in Martin Henderson’s review: “Heyman
discusses it only when the contours of Barber’s life makes the topic unavoidable…”6
After a negative review in the New York Times, Heyman responded in a public letter to
the editor, stating, “In referring to Barber’s romantic attachments to men, I treat his
homosexuality as a given, a matter needing no label… in my view, the current emphasis
on discussions of sexuality as obligatory—and the lumping together of creative artists by
sex or sexual orientation—tends to obscure rather than reveal the individuality of the
composer’s voice.”7 While Heyman’s response shows a clear, perhaps even admirable
perspective, the continuing social and political debates over homosexuality will likely
continue to inform musicological research on Barber’s life.
Bearing these things in mind, by addressing Barber’s “legacy,” it will not be my
intention to discuss how well-known Barber is, or precisely how he is remembered, but
rather to consider how he worked and how that related to what was going on around him.
The ultimate purpose of this chapter will be to delve into the questions of how Barber’s
work has been received by audiences and critics and so to arrive at an understanding of
his place among American composers. By extension, this will involve a brief
consideration of what constitutes “American” music. Having established this sort of

“Samuel Barber: The Composer and His Music by Barbara B. Heyman, etc.,” Review
by Martin Anderson in Tempo, New Series, no. 185 (June 1993): 38.
6

Barber Heyman, “Gay Composers; Barber: No Need of Any Label,” Letter to the
Editor, New York Times, July 10, 1994; available through online query at www.nytimes.com.
Accessed March 16, 2014.
7
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context, I will offer some final thoughts about the cello sonata and its place in the
repertoire.
Barber’s music has typically been well-received by public audiences, both in
America and in Europe. Early in his career, major symphonic performances and radio
broadcasts of his pieces elicited positive responses, and he early developed a strong
professional relationship with the G. Schirmer, Inc. publishing company.8 Among many
examples that could be mentioned, in the spring of 1935, a concert in London (which
included the cello sonata and many of his songs) became a successful event for the young
composer. As Heyman writes, “The audience was most enthusiastic about Barber’s works
and curious as to whether or not he was still alive.”9 Additionally, a performance of the
Adagio and the First Essay on a November 5, 1938, national radio broadcast by
Toscanini and the NBC Radio Orchestra was a public success and a unique event.
Heyman notes that this event “held additional significance, for it marked recognition by
the Italian conductor that there was enough merit in works by an American composer to
bring them to the attention of a national audience.”10 This sort of public reception,
including the radio medium, was not merely incidental, but of importance to Barber, who
pursued it not at the expense of, but as part of his personal aesthetic. Speaking to the
music critic Gama Gilbert, Barber had the following to say on the matter: “My aim is to
write good music that will be comprehensible to as many people as possible, instead of
music heard only by small, snobbish musical societies in the large cities. Radio makes

8

Heyman, Barber, 118-19.

9

Ibid., 123.

10

Ibid., 168.
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this aim entirely possible of achievement.” Statements such as this show that Barber was
charitable to audiences in his musical aims; he continued by postulating broadly that
“The universal basis of artistic spiritual communication by means of art is through the
emotions.”11 While certain composers at various times—Beethoven or Babbitt for
example—have conceived their music with disdain for public reception, it was Barber’s
desire to find an equilibrium between individual artistic expression and contemporary
appeal.
If writing music with the public in mind was an objective for Barber, satisfying
critics and peers was not; accordingly, while audiences received Barber’s music
favorably, even on first hearing, critical reception was mixed. On one hand, his pieces
contained many praiseworthy attributes, bringing positive reviews of his grasp of form
and counterpoint or his lyrical and accessible style. Following a concert in which
Barber’s Symphony in One Movement was paired with Schumann’s Fourth Symphony,
the New York Times critic Noel Strauss wrote, “That Mr. Barber’s revised symphony was
able to hold its ground and not appear anticlimactic after the Schumann masterpiece
spoke worlds in its favor… it scored heavily with its hearers.”12 On the other hand, his
music received criticism for lack of innovation and stoked the debate over traditional
versus modern music. When Toscanini selected two of Barber’s works for the
aforementioned radio broadcast, some parties were outraged that such an opportunity for
an American composer had been given to one whose music was not “representative of the
time.” In a letter to the New York Times, Ashley Pettis, a concert pianist and champion of
Gama Gilbert, “Philharmonic Plays Youth’s Work Today,” Philadelphia Bulletin,
March 24, 1935. Quoted in Heyman, Barber, 130.
11

Noel Strauss, “Barber Symphony Heard in Revision,” New York Times, March 9, 1944.
Quoted in Heyman, Barber, 149.
12
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American works, gave voice to some of these sentiments. His comments exemplify the
negative views directed towards Barber’s approach:
One listened in vain for evidence of youthful vigor, freshness or fire, for
use of a contemporary idiom (which was characteristic of every composer
whose works have withstood the vicissitudes of time). Mr. Barber’s was
“authentic,” dull, “serious” music—utterly anachronistic as the utterance
of a young man of 28, A.D. 1938!
Such a choice by the great musical Messiah in our midst can only have
a retarding influence on the advance of our creative musicians. They
realize only too well that they have small chance of performance by the
greatest musical organizations and conductors… unless they write music
for people who listen with ears of the nineteenth and early twentieth
centuries at the latest—whose criteria are that “new” music shall have the
familiar melodic, harmonic and rhythmic characteristics of the past, that it
be a hodge-podge of clichés, that it presupposes no spirit or musical
adventure on the part of either performer or public.13
Barber was not without supporters, and Menotti among others responded in his defense:
“It is time for someone to make a reaction against a school of composition that has bored
concert audiences for twenty years.”14 Evaluating this sort of criticism though—which
was oft-repeated in substance if not as much in tone—one notes that it had less to do with
what Barber’s music was than what it wasn’t. On one hand, it was not modern enough, on
the other hand, a related but distinguishable theme, it did not represent the “advance of
American music.”15
“Old Wine in Old Wine Bottles”
In the chaos of the 20th century, one wonders if on occasion time slowed for so
many different events and changes to take place; indeed by the time Barber was writing
Ashley Pettis, Letter from November 8, 1938, printed in “From the Mail Pouch,” New
York Times, November 8, 1938. Quoted in Heyman, Barber, 171.
13

Gian Carlo Menotti, Letter in “From the Mail Pouch,” New York Times, November 20,
1938. Quoted in Heyman, Barber, 172.
14

15

This phrase was the title of an article (which I reference below) by Paul Rosenfeld
published in the Kenyon Review in 1939.
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pieces such as the cello sonata in the 1930’s, the world at large had been rocked by
political upheaval and World War I, with musical changes hardly less altering in their
own way. Only twenty years earlier Stravinsky’s Rite of Spring had introduced radical
new aesthetic ideas, and the dissolution of tonality and foundations for serialism in
Schoenberg’s music established another stark dividing line among compositional paths.
Debate, and sometimes contention existed between supporters of “traditional” music—
associated with 19th-century romanticism and its extension in composers such as Sibelius
and Rachmaninoff—and the “modernist” group—including Bartók as well as Stravinsky
and Schoenberg. While having different approaches, these modernists all provided more
innovative directions for the development of music.
In America, this debate over modernity was much the same, but carried the added
dimension of the ongoing pursuit of a national style in music. Composers seemed to be
“in” or “out” of the progressive circles based on the extent to which their works realized
one goal or the other—modernism or nationality. Some composers experimented with
modern techniques, but ultimately found themselves drawn more towards the possibility
of authentic American composition. Several of these—perhaps ironically—studied with
the French master Nadia Boulanger and enjoyed that as an additional pedigree
recommendation for their works; these included influential figures such Aaron Copland,
Roy Harris, and Virgil Thomson. Those who pursued a modern or avant-garde style had
their own novelty as a commendation (sometimes short-lived) among academics; these
included composers such as Edgard Varèse and George Antheil, who explored electronic
sounds and jarring percussive effects, shocking many listeners in the process. Barber was
one of the very few major American composers not to have been part of the
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“Boulangerie.” Barber’s thorough musical training under Scalero bore certain similarities
to that of Boulanger in terms of academic rigor,16 but was carried out in conservative
Philadelphia, far from the more progressive culture of Paris.
Faced with a widening gap between public taste and compositional development,
major symphonic organizations tended to favor the oft-played and well-loved romantic
warhorses (a trend which remains much the same today). Unsurprisingly, Barber’s music
fared better than most in these settings, concomitant to the limited relevance of his work
to the aims of musical organizations such as the International Composers’ Guild. In
addition to other societies including the League of Composers, Pan-Am Organization,
and the Copland-Sessions Concerts, the Guild was initiated in light of the challenges
facing the advance of modern music and served to fortify insularity among modern
composers.17 When performance opportunities were few and the public response to
modern works less than encouraging, composers found support and reinforcement from
their unified efforts. While Barber had little to do with these groups for the most part, he
was not entirely separate. In fact, as was mentioned in Chapter 4, the cello sonata
received its official premiere in a League of Composers event. None the less, such a
performance was less than most other American composers received, and it came as
something of an anomaly when Barber received a commission for his piano sonata

Thomson stated that he was unable to study with Scalero after his time in Paris: “I had
already been through the Paris strict counterpoint with Nadia Boulanger, but he said I’d have to
do it [intensive study of counterpoint] again. It was hard to find out what the differences were
between his teaching and hers except that he was a little more tolerant of 6/4 chords than she
was!” Virgil Thomson, interview with Peter Dickinson, New York City, May 12, 1981. Quoted in
Dickson, Samuel Barber Remembered, 111.
16

David Metzer, “The League of Composers – The Initial Years,” American Music 15,
no. 1 (April 1997): 45.
17
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through the League—even at that, the impetus for the commission came from Richard
Rodgers and Irving Berlin on the occasion of the League’s 25th Anniversary.18
It is saying something that Barber was too conservative for the League, for as
David Metzer writes, the League of Composers occupied a sort of middle ground
between the positions occupied by the forward-thinking International Composers Guild
and the more traditional establishment of major symphonic commissions.19 The Guild
was the first organized initiative dedicated solely to the presentation of modern works in
New York,20 and a 1923 premiere by one of its founding members—Edgard Varèse’s
Hyperprism—was responsible for what Virgil Thomson referred to as “New York’s first
European-sized scandal.”21 One of the goals in the charter of the Guild was to present
new works, with the stipulation that pieces should only be performed once in order to
make certain that the goal of premieres continued. Following the successful American
premiere in 1923 of Pierrot Lunaire by the Guild, a much desired repeat performance
was disallowed and some of the organization’s members departed to form another more
open-handed society. It was from these individuals’ efforts that the League of Composers
was formed, a society which continued for several decades and initiated the historically
significant periodical, Modern Music. However, feeling that American works were not
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receiving their due attention, Copland (peacefully) initiated another smaller recital
series—the Copland-Sessions Concerts—in order to give more opportunities to the
American composers.
Considering the debates about musical style and advancement between these
groups, it becomes somewhat clearer how Barber’s conservative methods (and the
aforementioned encouragement he received from Toscanini) became a source of
frustration. Always sharp with words, the composer/writer/critic Virgil Thomson referred
to Barber’s work as “old wine in old wine bottles,” and in his collection American Music
Since 1910, included Barber in the chapter titled, “Looking Back.” From early in his
career, Barber seemed to function outside the trends that attracted many of his peers; later
on, very little had changed in that regard. Writing in 1963, Robert Sabin described
Barber, along with William Schuman, as important American composers, but left them
out of the group he associated with cultivating an “American style,” a group which
included Ives, Wallingford Riegger, Harris, Sessions, and Copland.22
While Copland and Thomson sought active leadership roles among the groups of
American composers, Barber could be dismissive of such artistic collaboration. In a 1971
interview with John Gruen, Barber pronounced, “I’m not an analyzer, and I don’t
surround myself with composers. Aaron Copland… is surrounded by composers. There
are people like that who like to be the Chef d’Ecoles…”23 Obviously not one to share
ideas, or dialogue with his peers, he continued, “It seems to me that the most practical
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thing is to simply write your music in the way you want to write it. Then you go out and
find the interpreters who will give it a voice… composers have never helped me.
Performers have always helped me.” Speaking to Robert Sherman in 1978, Barber said
about Poulenc, “[He] was a good friend, one of my only composer friends.”24 Heyman
has speculated that these statements may have been some exaggeration on Barber’s part,
but undoubtedly Barber could be distant in his professional life. Perhaps he embraced this
separateness because he early recognized his musical values to be different. Then again,
according to numerous interviews, Barber was also known to have capricious moods and
a tendency to make over-direct, sometimes biting remarks. Even Menotti and a few of his
closest friends noted this, in spite of the great loyalty he showed them. Perhaps for those
people who were not so close to Barber, the combined musical and personal differences
were at times insufferable. Reading Peter Dickinson’s interview with Virgil Thomson—
shortly after Barber’s passing, no less—one cannot fail to miss his general disinterest in
Barber’s music, much less his irritation with the other’s financial success.25
Stating more than once that he viewed himself as “very lucky,” Barber wrote
fewer pieces than most of his peers, but had success with nearly all of them. Indeed, few
composers could boast of the opportunities and excellent performances given to Barber’s
music, a glittering array of premieres including, among others: the Boston Symphony
with Koussevitsky conducting (Symphony No. 2, Cello Concerto); the NBC Symphony
Orchestra with Toscanini (Essay No. 1 for Orchestra, Adagio for Strings); the
Philadelphia Orchestra under Eugene Ormandy and Alexander Smallens (Violin
24
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Concerto, Overture to The School for Scandal) and the New York Philharmonic with
Erich Leinsdorf and Bruno Walter (Piano Concerto, Second Essay for Orchestra). 26 As
this list would suggest—and his works list confirms—Barber tended towards
conservative models. While Copland and Harris both wrote symphonies titled as such,
and some traditional chamber works, Barber’s output was more heavily tilted in that
direction. While he tried his hand at many things, he never branched out into the named
ballet scores and character pieces which Copland produced. As was noted in Chapter 4,
very few of the other American composers wrote a cello sonata, and none of the major
ones save for Elliot Carter, whose contribution came several years later, in 1948, and was
completely different in style.
Observing Barber’s different methods as well as the rub of artistic personalities
with some his peers, perhaps the more important question emerges, What was Barber’s
music thought to be? Sometimes, the assessments were very general, lumping Barber
together with 19th-century romanticism. Writing in 1936 (incidentally, the year Schirmer
published the cello sonata), Copland complemented his “careful workmanship,” but
added, “Barber writes in a somewhat outmoded fashion…”27 Thomson wrote, “Both
composers [Barber and Schuman] are classical as to form, with Schuman regularly
observing a high dissonance texture, Barber following a more Romantic taste in
harmony.”28 Other assessments, particularly in the 1930’s—the period of the cello sonata
and the Symphony in One Movement—likened Barber’s music to that of Sibelius.
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While Barber showed enthusiasm toward many composers during various
stretches (including Brahms, Sibelius, Debussy, and even Wagner for a period), there is
clear evidence that he held admiration for the Finnish composer during this time. To the
extent that this was manifested in his music it would only aid in understanding the
favorable public response he received, for Sibelius’ music was phenomenally popular in
America during the 1920’s and 30’s. In examining Barber’s sketches for his symphony,
Heyman discovered an analysis of Sibelius’ Symphony No. 7; though she emphasizes
significant differences in the pieces, she notes the similar manner by which the themes
are introduced as well as the sectional but continuous formal design.29 While the two
composers never met, in his article, “Barber, Sibelius, and the Making of an American
Romantic,” Howard Pollack includes an illustration of a 1938 letter Barber penned to
Sibelius. Barber introduces himself, mentions the enclosed recording of two of his pieces
(the recent radio performance by Toscanini), then concludes:
Your music means so much to us who are trying once more to compose
[Barber’s emphasis] after the years of post-war experimentation into
which we were born—your example as an artist is so beautiful and
encouraging: so I have always wanted to meet you, but as this seems
impossible, I hope you will forgive my presumption in sending these
records. With deepest admiration, Sincerely—Sam Barber.30
In addition to showing his admiration for Sibelius’ music, Barber’s words suggest the
poor opinion he held for modernism.
As the correspondence between Barber and his uncle Sidney Homer attests,
Barber sought from the beginning of his career to find a sincere, authentic voice in his
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music, wrought from personal and emotional instincts. However important the pursuit of
musical nationality might be to others, his personal aesthetic kept him from participating.
It would not be true to say that he avoided “being American” in his pursuit of authentic
music-making, but he certainly did follow a different path than that of composers such as
Aaron Copland, Roy Harris, or Virgil Thomson.
It should be said, despite the negative opinions, explicit or implicit, about
Barber’s music, that critical attitudes about the American-ness of his music were not
uniformly ill. One of the less critical voices was the English writer David Ewen, who in
1939 rated Barber as “the most important discovery in American music since Roy
Harris.”31 Ewan believed Copland’s music to suffer from intellectualism, and lauded
Harris’ for its evocation of the American Midwest.32 Barber’s work to that point occupied
a different niche for his consideration:
Samuel Barber’s facility in self-expression, his extraordinary gift in
formulating his copious ideas into a coherent and integrated pattern, his
fine sense for design and construction… his capacity for writing a line of
melody that avoids the stilted, and his instinct for harmony and
orchestration bespeak a formidable creative talent... Samuel Barber is
already a fine and original composer; there is every reason to believe that
he may ultimately develop into a great one.33
These qualities were conceded even by Barber’s detractors. It was well understood that
he lacked no abilities as a musical craftsman, and possessed such a keen understanding of
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what he wished to do with his music, that the criticism of others came to little. No one
could successfully argue that Barber’s music was bad—that is to say, of poor quality; as
stated before, the arguments were always either that his music was old-fashioned, or
unconvincingly “American” in style.
Leading Musical Figures And Concepts In The National Movement Of The 192030’s
Exactly what “American” style was perceived to be in the 1930’s is difficult to articulate
with any precision; indeed, a composer attempting to emulate it from the outside would
find it to be a moving target. The published articles and interviews with composer/writers
such as Copland and Thomson, and with intellectuals such as Paul Rosenfeld are
enlightening, showing some similarities, but nothing like a unified position. For Copland,
the prospect of incorporating jazz elements—particularly its syncopated rhythms—into
“serious” music was of key interest in the 20’s,34 followed in the 30’s and 40’s by a turn
towards greater simplicity and use of folk materials (i.e. Appalachian Spring, Rodeo).
This second phase was closer to the concept held by Thomson, who noted the similarity
and pointed to his own work as the source. With his 1937 work The River, composed for
use in a documentary film, Thomson had introduced music of complete
straightforwardness, using Southern hymn tunes and in his own words, “a simplified
harmonic palette” (seeing that term, one thinks of the prevalence of the open 4th and 5th
intervals in Copland’s ballet scores and Harris’ Symphony No. 3).
Thomson’s ideas about American style involved a combination of social theory
and musical practice. In his article, “America’s Musical Traits,” he wrote, “a music ‘of
Interview of Aaron Copland by Malcolm E. Bessom, “Conversation with Copland,”
Music Educators Journal 59, no. 7 (March 1973): 40.
34
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the people,’ clearly an ideal of the time, was one that seemed far nobler then than the
country-club-oriented so-called ‘jazz’ that many had dallied with in the 1920’s.”35
Rejecting the “melting-pot” theory of American social and cultural life, Thomson
believed that despite the great inheritance American musical life had received from
continental Europe, the melodies and folklore of England had become dominant by the
end of the 19th century. In his words, “the English-language group has from the
beginning absorbed to itself, by means of language, all the others…”36 This development,
he believed, enabled American composers to incorporate any number of different native
sources to create a national sound; furthermore, that this was happening in a profound
way in the works of American composers of the 20’s and 30’s. Referring to this
“American accent,” Thomson cited “the constant presence of dancing…the metrical
discipline of ragtime piano playing, the tendencies in our folk singing and our hymn
singing toward a compulsive rhythm…the habit of a steady beat and a remarkable ability
in performance to sustain such a beat.”37 In Thomson’s perspective, this steady beat
enabled free melodic syncopation and a marvelous rhythmic intensity—elements which
found their way into every “American” piece of this time.
Last among these three voices, approaching the matter from a more purely
philosophical standpoint, the great critical writer Paul Rosenfeld spoke to the differences
in cultural development and historical experience between Europe and America, and
described the type of music which ought to reflect those truths with authenticity. For
Rosenfeld, the mold of 19th-century romanticism—expressed primarily in European
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composers—needed to be cast off entirely for American music to find its voice. Speaking
of composers such as Tchaikovsky and Wagner, he wrote, “What rendered their influence
doubly injurious to Americans was the added circumstance that the life whose way and
style they reflected not only superficially but essentially differed from the American.”38
Arguing that the European artistic scene had become stagnant, he believed that America,
“still struggling and expanding,” demanded new modes of expression.39 The first
American composer he believed to be free from this “romantic self-complacency, was
Charles Ives,40 and he praised the innovative and more contemporary efforts of Varèse.
Believing Copland to be “the most sensuously gifted composer among living
Americans,”41 Rosenfeld responded in detail to many of his pieces. Though Copland’s
Americanism is associated more with the natural and rural scenes of his ballet scores,
Rosenfeld found in the Piano Variations a different sort of national/modern relevance:
“The whole has the pressure of urbane existence: again and again making one feel the
narrow channels and steep walls of the giant cities, their force and their constraint. Above
all, Copland’s work has a very pure musicality.”42
Considering the diversity and breadth of these ideas, it seems possible that
composing “American” music during this time had as much to do with being a part of the
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group searching for it as anything else. The question that inspired this chapter—was
Barber’s music (and specifically, his cello sonata) truly “American” music?— cannot be
answered without a clear idea in mind of what American music is (of course, speaking
only in terms of art music). Just as the average audience-goer might unquestioningly
accept Barber as a “20th-century American” composer, someone else might readily
equate Copland with that term—in which case, Barber might not belong in the same
category. The answer, or at least deeper understanding of the question, must come
elsewhere, and as it happens, there are at least two clear trends from 19th-century
American musical life which inform the question of nationality as it pertains to Barber’s
work.
Earlier Trends For Nationality In American Music
Speaking in the broadest terms, when considering the history of Western music in
Europe, an arch of many centuries of music-making with deep sacred and secular roots
and numerous creative masters, the history of music in America by comparison is both
young and a veritable hodge-podge of styles and occasions. America’s colonial origins
and “New World” status in the 17th and 18th centuries tended towards a subservient
cultural and artistic climate. Where even in modern America, larger cities serve as centers
for the creative arts, so was early America a rural and undeveloped place compared to the
sophisticated centers of the Continent (then as now, folklorish interest is directed towards
the music of the rural places). After America’s rapid rise to independence, a vast country
had made a name for itself; in establishing that independence in the early 19th century, it
demonstrated its political and military strength—a world power grown up as quickly as a
weed, but with curiously resilient roots.
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While an equal or even superior country (in terms of political stability and
military power) to its European counterparts, America was yet scantily clad in terms of
cultural achievement. Unlike many colonized countries in other parts of the world, the
reins of power in America were never returned to the land’s original inhabitants, and thus
a land of transplanted ethnic groups found itself a curious and mixed unit.43 From a 21stcentury vantage point, it seems natural that cultural development occurs gradually,
dependent on numerous factors including reasonable economic prosperity, presence of
educational opportunities, and of course, talented creative minds, not to mention time.
And yet, America was thrown directly from birth into a sort of cultural adolescence.
While fantastic growth took place during America’s first century, in certain cultural
respects—particularly music—this “awkward stage” continued on and into the 20thcentury. While in Europe cultural life continued to develop (or didn’t) as a logical
outgrowth of what had come before, America simply did not have the cultural resources
to compete with Europe. Over time though, leading figures emerged, and I will briefly
examine the influence of three—one from the field of literature, two from music—and
consider their relation to Barber.
In the field of literature, America found a champion in Ralph Waldo Emerson
(1803-1882), whose 1837 lecture, “The American Scholar,” was a powerful description
of intellectual achievement as well as a call for native writers to realize their potential—
the writer Oliver Wendell Holmes described it as “the American literary declaration of
independence.” In this lecture/essay, Emerson painted a vivid and romantic image of
“Man thinking,” describing him as the intellectual possessing awareness of individuality,
yet participation in the collective oneness of mankind. He ought to believe in himself, to
43
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“plant himself indomitably on his instincts.”44 The results of this sort of self-reliant man’s
work would be true and authentic in themselves, surviving criticisms based on lesser
aesthetic principles. With veritable words of independence, Emerson wrote, “This
confidence in the unsearched might of man belongs, by all motives, by all prophecy, by
all preparation, to the American Scholar. We have listened too long to the courtly muses
of Europe.”45 According to Emerson, essential sources for the Scholar’s creative instincts
included sensitivity to nature as an inspiration to free thought and creativity in the
intellectual. As Emerson wrote, beyond nature itself, the “mind of the past” is an essential
contributor to the creative spirit of the present, which practically refers to books and
institutions of learning.
Emerson’s writing is densely descriptive, and conceived in plainer terms, the
basic concepts are perhaps less groundbreaking than the sense of hope and idealism he
conveys. Whether this speech literally sparked the growth in American literature that
followed or simply described forces already in motion is impossible to tell, but
ultimately, the 19th century would yield numerous great American writers, including
Emerson himself, Hawthorne, Thoreau, Dickinson, and Melville. What exactly made
these writers “American” is the subject of books in other fields, yet their advancements
are notable for music historians due to the ironic fact that the creative muse of America
had found listening ears in the field of literature, not music.
While credited with initiating a nationalist movement, Emerson’s words
comprised a very different sort of “nationalism” than that of Barber’s critics, one having
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more to do with personal freedom of expression. Considering the depiction of the
American Scholar, one can find numerous similar qualities in Barber’s musical approach.
Barber was educated and well-read and it is logical to suppose than he had read Emerson;
in any case, he was certainly connected to “the mind of the past” through his musical
studies (you will remember that his lessons with Scalero involved extensive score study
from Machaut and Palestrina to the modern day). Emerson extolled the inspiration of
nature, and clearly Barber did as well. In his own words, “I think I’m a country person.
Most everything I’ve composed, I’ve composed in the country, and the pieces I’ve
written in the city have generally been started in the country… I need places to walk.”46
His beloved residence for more than thirty years, Capricorn, was in the countryside
outside New York, and was a creative haven for him during that time.47 Lastly and most
importantly, Emerson’s emphasis on artistic instinct was certainly borne out in Barber’s
approach. As several quotes by Barber as well as his correspondence with Sidney Homer
(see Chapter 2) attest, pursuit of an authentic, individual voice was essential. This pursuit
of an individual voice was also found, expressed in greatly contrasting fashion, in two of
the representative American voices on 19th-century music: Henry Fry and John Sullivan
Dwight.
Holding a staunch nationalist point of view was Henry Fry (1813-1864), a
composer and critical writer recognized for composing the first grand opera by an
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American composer and for being one of the first native lecturers on music.48 In his
articles and lectures, Fry bemoaned the preeminence afforded to European music in
America—particularly the German composers from Handel to Beethoven. Fry insisted
that American composers must receive opportunities for performances without being
ignored or critically destroyed. His rhetoric approached a feverish pitch during a series of
extravagantly and high publicized public lectures in 1852-53. Immediately following his
return to New York from a several-year stint as a European press correspondent, these
lectures were to concern a wide variety of musical topics, and were accompanied by
large-scale performances and various “esoterica” he had brought back from his travels.49
Apparently, towards the end of the series, Fry found occasion to lambast the American
public for their disregard of native composers, and “was reported as saying that there was
no taste or love for art in this country.”50 It seems unlikely that he could have believed
this entirely, for even if there had been little nationalism in the public taste, there had
recently been a number of excellent European solo musicians and touring groups which
had fueled American musical enthusiasm (most notably, the superstar singer Jenny Lind’s
collaborative tour with P.T. Barnum in 1850). Needless to say, reception for these
lectures was mixed, but Fry’s ideas grew in popularity as a result.
At the roots of his national bent, according to Betty Chmaj, “he saw music as the
expression of changing historical forces, with each new nation or people giving voice
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through art to its own character and events.”51 Fry’s musical inclinations were toward use
of folk and indigenous materials, and he adored the songs of Stephen Foster. Believing
words to be the “spiritual essence” of music, he therefore looked upon opera as its highest
form.52 Apart from words, music should be programmatic, plainly and directly evoking
the places and events of America. His compositions represented his views to some
extent—pieces with titles such as Niagara Symphony—but his opera Leonara was
considered a mediocre imitation of the superior Italianate works. Fry was convinced that
a national style of music could accurately represent the activities and values of the
everyday world.
John Sullivan Dwight (1813-1893) represented an opposing viewpoint from that
of the nationalists. Growing up in an intellectual and somewhat liberal Boston
environment, later attending Harvard, Dwight was not to join the comparatively
provincial ranks of the nationalist sympathizers, but instead pursued a more philosophical
aesthetic. Dwight idealized music as a pure, universal type of art. Much the opposite of
Fry, “Dwight argued that words were the language of thought (the understanding), music
the language of feeling (the soul).”53 To the chagrin of Fry and the nationalists, he
attributed the best music to the Austrian-German classical composers. In his view, the
Betty Chmaj, “Fry vs. Dwight: American Music’s Debate Over Nationality,” 3, no. 1
(spring 1985): 64.
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folk and minstrel songs (which seemed to be the most unique type of American music to
this point) were uncouth and useless for the purposes of serious music. Dwight was
drawn towards transcendentalism, and expressed his developing views on music in
publications such as The Dial, and ultimately his own publication, Journal of Music.54
Dwight could not bear to give attention to American compositions, owing to what
he perceived to be their utter inferiority. Only the “best music” could be fully accepted in
light of his transcendentalist pursuit of higher truth, meaning his attention was
continually towards Handel, Mozart, and Beethoven. There was little reason for him to
grant American composers any sort of grace period for improving their craft; as far as he
was concerned, they were going about things in completely the wrong way.55 In Dwight’s
estimation, the American public paid not enough attention to the German masters, but
was overly fascinated “by the psalm-book makers and the sentimental songwriters.” He
expounded his views, arguing that study of the masters was what would enable American
music to rise from its state of mediocrity.56 In terms of American music, Dwight believed
something could be accomplished in terms of reflecting the “spirit” of the age, but in a
pure sense, apart from the specific places and events which inspired the nationalists.
It may be apparent at this point, that the differences between Fry and Dwight were
rooted in deeper causes than patriotic sentiment. Betty Chmaj has referred to these deeper
differences as part of the “double-attraction” theory pitting “life against art, content
against form, the vernacular against the cultivated (the vulgar against the genteel),
democracy against aristocracy (the many against the few), realism against abstraction,
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commitment against detachment, roots against branches.”57 Both philosophies sought
after genuine inspiration, but looked for it in different places.
Having looked at these three men, and the perspectives they offered, it is
interesting to trace their streams of thought during the following decades. It is generally
“understood” that composers such as Edward MacDowell and Horatio Parker, among
others, were unable to break free from European traditions. But perhaps it would be more
accurate to say that their music, while enjoyable, was simply not compelling enough to
acquit itself, leaving others to apply labels for purposes of explanation. One realization
that comes from considering the “Fry vs. Dwight” debate is that the issues dividing
Barber and the other American composers in the 1920’s and 30’s were fundamentally not
new. According to the nationalist philosophy—from Fry to Copland and Thomson—
American music needed to appropriate its natural resources. According to the universalist
philosophy—which I would consider similar between Dwight and Barber—the composer
must strive for higher, more personal, and less tangible ideals. Viewed in this way,
Barber’s music seems to be less reactionary than simply a manifestation of a different
aesthetic. If Barber did have a particular conception of American music, it certainly was
very different than that of Copland or Harris. In his interview with Peter Dickinson, Gian
Carlo Menotti had interesting thoughts to share on the matter:

The America [Sam Barber] loved was very different from that of
Copland. He didn’t care about the Midwest or California and was a New
Englander. In a certain way, that tied him to Europe. He loved the English
heritage that went to America through New England and felt that the rest
was fake America.58
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When asked, “Did he [Barber] actually hate the folksy Americana of Copland and
Harris?” Menotti responded:
Yes, absolutely. He refused to touch it! [laughs] As a matter of fact, he did
not even like Ives. He always told me: ‘To be American that way is much
too easy—just like somebody who paints palm trees thinks he’s become
an African! A collage of a little bit of this and that doesn’t make American
music American.59
Of course, it only bears to reason that Copland, Thomson, et. al would agree that national
music should not be a pastiche of local ingredients, but rather a skillful integration;
nevertheless, the quote is revealing about Barber’s views.
In conclusion, given the musical climate of the 1920’s and 30’s, can Barber’s
Sonata for Cello and Piano—claimed by cellists as an important American addition to the
genre—be considered an “authentic” American work? As we have seen, understanding
the question is more interesting than arguing for a particular answer, and the worth of
Barber’s output and the quality of the sonata challenge the question’s validity—at least as
it was framed in the 1920’s and 30’s. The subject is of interest, and has revealed lively
debate, but Barber shows the potential for a composer to rise above such matters by
producing work of depth and quality. An old principle applies here, that when the music
is good, it will live to a day when other issues are forgotten. So far this seems to be the
course of Barber’s sonata. But rather than sidestepping a direct answer to a “simple”
question, as to the Americanism of the work, I contend the answer to be “yes,” though
admittedly, I find the rhetoric of the universalist perspective more compelling. In its
form, the piece demonstrates the heritage of European composers but also has a
straightforward, unpretentious aspect to it. The music is concise, without extraneous
59
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material, and recapitulations are never rote exercise, but used in abbreviated manner for
specific purpose. Without speaking to the residents of West Chester (or any small town in
Eastern Pennsylvania for that matter), it might be hard to say if the sonata truly evokes
something connected to the spirit of that place. To my American ears though, it comes
across with a more familiar sound than comparable Europeans works. There is a
freshness and simplicity of approach that can be thought of as American expression.
In several cases, “American music” in the early 20th-century depicted grandeur
and spaciousness; it is apparent now that works in other styles share equal validity. In
addition to Copland and Harris’s wide-open orchestral scores and Thomson’s quaint
renditions of American hymnody and the “wild west,” there is Samuel Barber, the Sonata
for Cello and Piano, and an inclination toward smaller, more intimate places—or, in
Menotti’s words—New England. Trends come and go, and a continual value of history is
the opportunity to understand whether they are actually new, or merely part of a cycle;
removed from the expectations of his time, Barber’s work can be enjoyed as pure music.
His sonata and work in general represent a creative effort meant not to convey America’s
national consciousness, but rather an individual American’s personal expressiveness.
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